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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME NO. FIFTY-TWO

Oct. 4, 1923

SPEAKER SEES

G.

HOLLAND AS AN

NUMBER FORTY.

VAN SCHELVEN
RIGHT UP

JACK KNOLL HAS BEEN

, TALKS

AIRPLANE STATION

WILL HOLLAND
LOSE INTERURBAN
CAR LINE?

ACTING UP AGAIN

IN MEETING

EXCHANGE CLUB HOLDS LUNCH- REBUKES SPEAKER IN HOPE HAS VIOLATED HIS PAROLE AND
WILL NOW SPEND TWENTY
THAT QUESTION IS SUGGESTED Uf
EON AT NOON ON
CHURCH FOR MIS-STATEDAYS IN JAIL
A LETTER FROM THE GENWEDNESDAY
MENTS
ERAL MANAGER

'ft

Aesops Fable

IN

when the country mouse visited the city
mouse, the visitor envied the easy life and
rich food until he discoveredthat the risks
were great

The light and airy banquet hall on
the third floor of the Masonic Temple was tilled with laughter and song
when seventy-five Excnungeitessat
down to luncheon.
A collection box in the form of a
sugar bowl was placed at the door to
t o used as a depository for those who
came a minute or more late, and the
China bank, when all had sat down
contained quite a respectable number
ol ten cent pieces.
The speaker of the day was Lee H.

It has Just come to *llght that the
quiet of Hope church meeting Sunday
night was disturbed when Mr. Waitman. w ho represented the Anti-Saloon
League of the state of Michigan,
made statements that were entirely
misleading, in fact so much so that
O. Van Schelven,former postmaster
and a present Justice of peace, became
so Incensedat what he knew to be
false, that he spoke right up in the
meeting and hissed out the word
Higgins of Grand Rapids who went "rotten."
There was a small stir in the audiInto details showing the advantages
derived by all communities because ence. although nothing more was
of the work done by the Western forthcoming until after the meeting,

Michigan Tourist Association. Mr. when "Van" bearded the speaker
Higgins pointed out how years ago right on the spot, asking him where
only the well-to-do would travel, and

they thought they had

to go

to

Europe.
Since the war. these people have
been fed up on Europe and are really
finding out what this country has to
show.

he had received his Informationand
how he could make such false statements.

Jack Knoll who runs a barber shop
the \Y eat End and who has* been
In many difficulties before Is again In
the hands of the law.
Tuesday night he became gloriously
drunk again and brought disturbance
In the neighborhoodtearing off practically all of his clothing and attemptIng to fight the officer when he came
<»r.

to arrest him.

Knoll was lodged In the city Jail
over night, pleaded guilty to a drunk
charge and was sentenced by Justice
Van Schelvento twenty days In the

That the Holland InterurhanIs not
meeting operating expenses, just at
present and that Holland may, "within a short time be deprived of an In*
tcrurban road" — these are two start-

made In a letter written by J. F. Collins of Jackson, vicepresident and general manager of the
road, to City Attorney C. H. McBride.
Mr. McBride, on behalf of the common council, had written to Mr. Collins asking him to place steel or iron
poles on River avenue similario those
ling statements

county Jah.
cn Eighth street. This was made
At a recent session of court when necessary because the big wooden
Knoll pleaded guilty to stealing money poles of the telephonecompany art
from the cash registerof Casper Belt, to be removed as a result of the conhis employer,who conducts a barber solidationand the city was anxious to
chop In Hotel Holland, at the request improve tho appearanceof that street
of his former boss and others who Inby having the Interurban company
tel ceded, Judge Cross put him under
substitute neat steel poles to carry
parole, and did not sentence him. Ho
their wires. And Incidentally,while
has now violated this parole repeateddiscussingthis subject, Mr. Collins
ly by getting drunk, and his last eswent Into the troubles of tho road as
capade will no doubt be reported to follows:
Judge Cross who will deal with Knoll
"Where the money Is coming from
after he serves hla twenty day senfor this expenditure is a problem, as
tence at Grand Haven.
the Holland road Is not meeting operIt Is stated that Jack Knoll attempt
od to commit suicide while In his r ting expenses. Furthermore,a great
dtal of passenger business Is going by
stupor taking the crystal of hls watch
t ur, between Holland and Grand-Rapwith which he carved one of hls Ids. and we lost practically all the
wrists. When he saw the blood flow,
however,he hollered for help and the freight business out of Holland for
Grand Rapids. It seems that within
officers hound up the minor scratches
a short time, If the earnings continue
made by the glass.

While Mr. Waltman's discourse was
o. k. In every particular, when he
came to Ottawa county he not only
Moral; Running big risks in the desire for
upbraided the officers, the prosecutor
big profits and high interest return endangers
To this well-to-do traveling public and the Judge for the few prosecuhave been added the every day folks tions among the liquor violators,hut
your principal.
who by virtue of the automobilecan actually charged negligence and
see scenery as beautiful as Is found leniency in Ottawa county on the
Your money in an Interest Account here
part of the public officials.
anywhere In the world.
Few would think tbat Michigan G. Van Schelven
possibly
is always worth 100 cents on the doUar.
contains the third n\,ost beautiful lake knows more about court matters as
on earth according to government these pertain to Ottawa county, than
statistics, and this lake Mr. Higgins any one else. Immediatelysaw the Inpointed out was Glenn Lake near justice done to our public officials because of such misleadingfalse statetraverse City.
as they have, that our patrons at HolFew people know that Western ments .and It is not the first time in
land will bo deprivedof an InterurMichigan contains 22,000 Inland lakes, life that he "stood up In meeting," to
han road. 'am taking for granted
DIES SAValmost as beautiful as Glenn Lake, defend a friend or public ofllcial.when MISS
that you are Interested In knowing
Frionfyt Helpful Service Jhsayi
and a bathing beach 500 miles long on these were unjustly accused.
'.he true condition of our property,
ING
IN
the coast of Lake Michigan.
NaturallyMr. Waltman was emliummirh as you are city attorney of
Mr. Higgins predicts that within berassed when he saw the real figures
He Hand. The fly-by-nlghthussee,
five years Holland will have an air- which were immediatelyobtainedby HAD
VISITING IN THE freight motor truck operation, good
plane station for landing and "hop- a Hope church committee'by teleCOUNTRY; CAME TO TOKlO
loads and the developmentof automoping off." for many resorters will phone from ProsecutorMiles.
DAY TO EARLY
biles have all put this Interurhan dl*
come by the airline rather than by the
Of course the gentleman hud noth\islon In n bad way to make Improveing to say, as he had nothing witn
automobile.
At the final meeting of the cIohsIh ment. I hope, however, that someThat the resort bureau has done a which to verify hls figures further u> Third Reformed church last night thing may he worked out satisfactorwonderful worn in selling AUcnigau than those from the Anti-Saloon un unusually interestingletter how- ily to all concerned to take care of
to the tourist public Is evident from .League headquartersat Lansing.
ever also a very pathetic one. was the trolley wire supports on River
the fact that the travel thus far durMr. Waltman left very much cha- lead. The letter came from Miss Jen- avenue."
ing 1023 Into Michigan by outside grined. stating that he would write In nie Pieters, sister of Rev. Albert PietLater Mr. Me Bride received word
tourists has made u gain of 35 per at: apology should he And that hls ers. who is laboring as a mlssloiviry
that the steel poles would be placed
cent over 1922. and ofllcialfigures figures were Incorrect.
in Japan.
within the next thirty dAys.
show that this large Influx of travelWaltman's figures Indicated only
The Utter has to
with the
ers have spent more than $60,000,000 six prosecutions during the year 1922, death of Miss Adriana Kuiper, better
In Western Michigan.
and since the thing has been simmer- known as Jennie, who was principal
’
Mr. Higgins stated that he met wUh ing U is found that a mlsunderstand-of the Ferrla Seminary school of Tothe secretary of the Colorado Tourist iug has crept in all around, and Mr. klo.
Bureau where approximatelya half Waltman was really not to blame for
It seems that Miss Kuiper had been
32ND
million dollars Is spent in advertising hls statements.
vbltlng in the country at a resort
annually, and he stated that Coloi ado
.t seems that the Anti-Saloon namiJ Hakone at tlu loot oi' ehwould give millions if it had wha-t league hud asked ProsecutorMiles sacred mountain Fuji, which is also a
DE
PROVIDES
Michigan has to show In the way of for the number of arrests and con- volcano, altho not active at this time
SOME INTERESTING FIREscenery.
victionsmade during 1922. The pros- A missionary conference was being
WORKS AT COUNCIL
After Mr. Higgins had through ecutor understoodthat the list desired held there, and Miss Kuiper was bef
speaking it was decided to send a was from 1922 to March 1st. 192,3.
ing prevailed upon to remain for over
committee of four to the large tourist
Naturally In that short space of the week-end. She had already visitHerman De Neut, a resident of 88n4
tally to be held In Grand Rapids on time, not many convictions or arrests ed the place for tw’O weeks and felt street, appeared before the commoa
October
19
and
.
i
could
be
made
for
circuit
court
hud
that she could not prolong her stay ccuncll Wednesday night to make a
AND
Thus far eight delegates have been not been In session during that period. for the reason that she had to prepare plea for electric lights for three resichosen to attend that meeting by the
The ArUl-SaloonLeague, however, certain matters at the Seminary for dences on that street. This question
differentlocal organizations. Four are credited these cihiv let ions and arrests Monday's school work.
has been before the council for some
be sent by the merchants'andfour will to cover the entire year of 1922.
She thereforereturned late Fri- months, and a few weeks ago the albe sent by the Exchange Club.
Naturally Mr. Van Schelven and all day to the school and the earthquake dermen, by a unanimous vote, decidPossibly there will be other clubs those closely connected with court took place at three minutes after 12 ed to stand back of the board of pubwho will Realize the Importance of aclngs appreciate the fact tluU there Saturday noon.
lic works In the conditions that
the Western Michigan Tourist Asso- isn t a prosecutorIn Michigan who
Details of her actual death are heard Imposed for the extension of
ciation and will also send a delegation prosecutes cases so relentlessly,and meager and It is slated that her body the lines to those houses. Tho board
down to this very important meet- secures so many convictions propor- was never found.
takes the position that the current
ing.
tionately as does Mr. Miles, In fact
A Japanese servant of Miss Kuiper ueed In the three houses will not be
Van Corn harvester for sale; or rent he glories in these convictions,for his however, states that when the first * rough to begin to pay for the extenat 50c per acre. Yes. we can cut log- heart is In the work.
shock came he left the building and sion and that there is little prospect
ging corn and two rows of standing
On the other hand It is well known also saw Miss Kuiper leave the of making the extension pay for Itself.
corn can be cut by one man with that Judge Cross Is the most severe school. That Is the last he saw of Hence It Is asking the three property •
ease. John Venhulzen,R. R. 11.
Judge in the state when It comes to her. hut he Imagines that at the last owners to pay for the extensionIn
Re sure to come to the Rummage meting out sentences to liquor viola- minute Miss Kuiper turned hack for accordancewith a usual policy of not
sale at the Woman's Literary club all tors.
the purpose of seeing whether there making extensions that do not pay for
day Saturday,October 6.
Holland has had an example of this were others in the school that had to themselves.
for they all go to Jail, to which is he saved.
Mr. DeNeut charged Wednesday
added a heavy cash flue.
With the second and third heavier night that the hoard had made other
Knowing all this we admire Mr. shocks, the servant states part of the extensions to others that did not pay
Van Schelven's "spunk", even at the i oof of the building caved In. and that for themselves. He charged that Mayage of H2. to speak right up in meet- be believed Miss Kuiper was a victim or Stephan had promised him early
ing for what is right.
In the ruins.
In the summer. "Mr. DeNeut, If you
The board of health sent out a
Mr. Miles takes all the blame upon
Miss Kulper's friend. Miss Sarah Just keep your shirt on I'll see to It
hls own shoulders stating that he mis- Couch was more fortunate as she was that you get the service; sure, you’re
sharp warning Wednesday to the peo- understoodthe period of time that
on a visit to a country town at the entitledto this service."but that the
ple of Holland that the small-pox sit- was asked for, altho he also states time, and while the earthquake also mayor had not lived up to hls word.
that he Is being bombarded daily by visited this little town and the build- There was also a direct question of
uation In this city Is beginning to gel differentsocietiesIn this and other ing In which they stayed was badly \eraclty between the mayor and Mr.
slates with requests for information
serious During the past two days along these lines, and U Is no wonder damaged. It so happened that Miss De Neut. Some weeks ago Mr. SteCouch went out to lunch at a Japan- phan reported to the council that Mr.
some eight or ten new coses have de- that he got his dates mixed.
ese restaurant at the time of the DeNeut had promised to meet with
veloped, making the total number of
The letter on file in the Anti-Saloon
the hoard of public works and had
cases In the city Just now 26. And League office today covering the earthquake, ami suffered no harm.
failed to do so. Wednesday night Mr.
some of these casts are very serious. whole of the year 1 922. tells a differ1h Neut said that ho had not made
The board of health fears that there ent story, and the league Is going to
any such promise to the mayor. May32ND
ST.
will be a general epidemicunless the
use U as an example to those living
or Stephan was absent and so the
people of Holland protect themselves
You’ll find
in more lax counties,giving the proseQuestion could not he solved as to W(ho
bj vaccination.It Is feared that on cutor credit for hls diligent work,
account of the large number of cases rather than censuring him for the AUSTIN HARRINGTON TELUS OF was right and who was wrong.
Mr Ne Neut also read a part of a
many people in the city have been ex- lack of it
CONTEMPLATED HOAD
of
letter from W. W. Potter,of the state
posed and that the disease will crop
BUILDING
Instead of six convictions as was
public utilities commission,to whom
out In many places unless there is understood by Mr. Waltman. here is
Holland in getting some v.-ocderful h< had appealed. In which Mr. Potgeneral vaccination
the real record given by Mr Miles In
The board of education Wednes- hie letter to the Anti-SaloonLeague: streets. However a new boulevard t<r advised him that If It was a buslmay be added soon and this will be n ss Institutionhe wished service for
day took steps to protec^ the health
October 1. 1 923.
(no stretching from Lincoln Avenue be should move to a more progressive
of the children In the schools The
< ity. Mr De Neut read from newst<> the east of Holland over 32nd Si
board Is watching the situation close- Anti-SaloonLeague,
to Jenison Park
paper clippings giving accounts of
ly and Is appealing to the parents to Lairing. Michigan.
The road will go through possibly he council meetings at which this
have their children vaccinated volun- Gentlemen
Mr.
Waltman
desires
me
to
write
under the Covert Act which requires question came up before and took extarily. The board has under consideration a plan to bar from the si bools ydu relative to the number of prose- a certain number of petitioners,and (,e|g|i.nto a number of the statements
cutions.
acquittals,
convictions,
etc
Mr Harrington states that a large made.
all pupils not vaccinated and may
He Insisted on getting action from
take this step In the near futur*- If It foi violation of the Prohibition Law number of signers have been s.-' iired.
for
the
year
1 922. In this county.
Under this net the property owners the council and wanted it right away.
atoms desirable. In that case the
The
total
number
prosecuted
for
along the highway togetli>r with The aldermen however took the posihealth board would cause this rule to
apply to all schools, public ami par- 1922 was sixty-six;the number con- those north and south for a conslder- tion that since the mayor, who had
ochial, and also to Hope College and victed was forty-seven;; the number nble distance hack from the road pay been handling this ma/ter os a comthe Sunday schools. The state su- acquitted on trial, two; discharged on f"i the road proportionately according n.lttce of one. was absent, it would
be unfair to settle the questions. Aid.
preme court has Just given a decision examination. five; nolle prossed, to the benefits they receive.
Of course this will have nothing to Leapple moved that consideration of
giving this power to the health board eight; escapes,four The punishdo whatever with the Improvement Mr De NeiK's appeal be postponed
and it will very likely be used if It ments were as follows:
19 six months Imprisonmentand that Is to he made on Macatnwa drive until the mayor could be present, and
becomes necessary'A general small pox epidemic Is flOU and costs; 4 six months Impris- from the Ice houses to the east and this was passed by a unanimous vote.
looked upon as a disgrace and the onment and $200 and costs; 1 six Central Park to the West, which is
board of health and board of educa- months Imprisonment and $300 and to he resurfaced wUh an asphalt top.
tion will do all In ‘heir power to pre- costs; 1 six months imprisonmentand before the resort season opens next
vent It. Moreover, the disease is $500 and costs; 1 six months impris- jear.
East 8th
Holland,
It will mean however that Holland
Increasing in virulence and a general onment and $50 and costs; 1 six
epidemic would almost certainly re- months imprisonment;3 sixty days Is to have two good highways to the
and
$100
and
costs;
1
sixty
days
and
sult in some deaths. The health deresorts, and we are to be congratuThe American Legion Wednesday
partment points to the experience of $200 and costs; 1 ninety days and lated.
night expressed its appreciation to the
A survey has also been made to common council for the use of the
Saginaw a year or two ago when sev- $100 and costs; 1 probation two years,
en persons died of small pox before and $50 fine; one $100 and costs; expend the road at Macatawa Park city hall for Legion meetings. In a
thirty days
$ 100.no
HAMILTON
general vaccination was resorted to.
through that resort to the government letter to the mayor and aldermen.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday
Since the general vaccination Saginaw and costs; 3 sixty days and $50 and pier, a road that has been under dis- Adjutant BenJ. Llevense said:
afternoon a* three o’clock at the home
Milo Oosterbaanand family, and J. has not had a case of email pox in costs; 1 sixty days and costs; 1 $150 pute for years. Road Commissioner
of Mrt Jamea Wayer, 25 East 12th
"We now have a meeting place and
Street. The general subject of the Jurrls of Holland, H. Jurrla of Grand spite of 4he fact that the disease and costs; 3 ten days and $50 and Austin Harrington however contends club rooms of our own which we hope
costs;
1
nine
months
imprisonment
Rapids
and
H.
Harm
Harmburg
and
family
that It Is a public highway and a con- to make permanent, but we do not
has been prevalent In other towns in
meeting will be “Americanisation.'
The subject of the roll call will be, of Saugatuck all vUited in the home that section, showing how good a and $200 and costs; 1 thirty days and templated road will be shoved thru want to leave our former headquar$50
and
costs;
1
thirty
days.
of
H.
J.
Jurrla
over
the
weekend.
to the channel.
protection vaccination la
'Why J. am thankful for the land of
ters In the city hull without first exYours very truly,
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Wervtzel
My Birth," and brief talks will be givpressing to you our sincere appreclaFRED
T.
MILES.
en by Mias Katherine Post, Mrs. Mar- are the proud parents of a baby girl.
William Vander Belden of Holland ion for the kindness and courtesies
Mayor Stephan being in Georgia on
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Schaap are re- business, Aid. Frank Brieve, presiius. Mulder, and Mrs. BenJ. DuMe*.
has purchased the Van Norman shown us by the mayor and com'My Country Tia of Thee," will be joicing over the birth of a baby girl. dent pro tem of the council,presided
lunch room on North 7th 8t. Grand mon council as representativesof ths
The
Woman’s
Missionary
confergiven in costumes under the direction Mrs. Schaap bfefore her marriage was ai the meeting of the aldermen WedHaven. Immediately in the rear of citizens of Holland.
ence
will
be
held
at
Grand
Rapids
of Mrs. A. Walvoord. The devotions Miss Jennie Poole.
the Grand Haven State Bank branch.
nesday night.
"You placed at our disposal, when
next Thursday,October 11. All delewill be in charge of Mrs. George H.
The committee on claims and ac- gates wishing to attend are requested Mr. Vander Velden’s purchase Includ- we needed It. a line room which helpHuisenga,and Miss Haxel Albers will
Mlsa Maarlne Lacaff, daughter of counts announced claims to the couned
not
only
the
restaurant
business ed us very materially In getting orgive a patriotic reading. Tea will Mr. and Mn. Flurian L. Lacaff, haa cil for the past two weeks amounting 4o be at either Lage's drug store or but the real estate too. He is con- ganized and ‘ functioning, and we
be served by Mrs. P. Luldena and entered the Chicago Universitythis to 16,154.87. The committee on poor & sp^W ^rwil^^yn^IUn^Sri 1 'Suct,n* the P,ace aB a »trlctly up-tol thank you for It, and it is our hope
committee.
year. Mrs. Lacaff accompanied hef teported that fl2S had been expendthat we may be called upon to be of
daughter to Chicago.
; laity of oysters both over the counter
real service by the representatives of
ed for temporary aid.
and retail.
the people that have so helped ua."

who

HOLLAND CITY

STATE BANK

KUIPER
LIVES

I

JAPAN

BEEN

.

do

MAKES ANOTHER
PLEA FOR LIGHT ON
STREET
HERMAN

NEUT

• SESSION

Sweaters

20.

$4.75 $5.75 $6.75 $7.98

MAY

BAR FROM
SCHOOL PUPILS NOT

A

belated shipment arrived
too late for our opening Sat-

YET VACCINATED

urday. - Come and see the
beautiful Knit Novelties this

week.

WILL PAVE
TO JENISON PARK

the Most Wanted

GARMENTS

P.

the SEASON.

S.-Another Shipment of
the famous Malloroy Silk

—

i

,

Blouses just arrived, At-

tractively Priced.

ROSE CLOAK STORE
59

Street,

LEGION EXPRESSES

APPRECIATION TO
COMMON COUNCIL

Mich.

to

.

and

Holland Oit; Hews
C.

S.

WABNINGS ABE

LOCAL PUPILS

DUTTON TELLS
OF THE BIG FIRE

AT BERKELEY

ISSUED FIBST
FIBE LIGHTEBS

ASKED TO JOIN IN
ESSAY CONTEST

a number of speakersand musicians
from out of the city.
The main part of the program on
YEAB’S
Monday night was filled with a read•
ing of the play, "Enter Madame,"
written by Gilda Varesl and read by
The committed appointed by the
Miss MiMred Tania, of the department
Chamber of Commerce ta handle
The Century Club began Its year'a of expressionof the Western State
Holland’s new depot project with
Normal School. Miss Tania has apPresidentAlfred of the Pere Marquette road has been working dili- vork Monday evening when It met at psared in Holland before and she was
given an enthusiastic receptionby
gently into the problem.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Me those who had heard her. And long
Several telegrams were sent Mr.
Allred asking for a meeting in Grand ( Lean. It was a very successful meet- before she was through all the members of the Century club were Just as
^°M r jUf^e<T^ turned^ d^own these in- ; ,n£
a high standard for the enthusiastic as those who had previously heard her read. Her characcitations bu* further wires brought a yuarS. R. McLean, president of the club terlzationof Madame Lisa Della Ropromise that he would be in Holland
with his Inspection train in a fow tho present year, gave a short ad- bia of the play was delightfuland she
weeks and the whole matter would diess of welcome in which he called seemed to live the part. AH. the other
upon the members to do their share characterswere also well portrayed
be gone over.
No doubt tho committee will have to bring about a return of the old- and Miss Tanis established herself in
plenty of data on hand telling the time spirit of sociabilityand frlendli- the affectionsof the Century club
tusono why Holland is entitled to a ness. He said the speed of modern niembers as one of the finest readers
r
decent place as a passenger station, at life makes us forget often to be
and neighborly "but that ho hoped ln.'Ve8teIrn“lch‘B“”„
„
the head of Holland's main street.
the
meetings
of the Century club thel- Mrs. J. E. Telling dellghtfu.ly
First impressions of a town to the
coming year would help to develop sang a number of solos during ihe
si rangers arc lasting impressions, and
surely to have strangersIntroduced a spirit of greater friendlinessin Hoi- evening, accompanied by tors. Martha
to this city through a ramshackle,
• ) I Robbins.

PBOGBESS MADE
ON HOLLAND’&v

CLUB OPENS ITS

WOBK ON
MONDAY NIGHT

NEW DEPOT

Although these September days are
more like those we should have had
Bolland, has contributed the follow- and the surrounding community are In August the time will soon b*
here when fires will have to be kining first hand account of the fire at being invited by the Michigan Histori- dled. A few words of advice from
Berkeley, California, of which city cal Commission to take part in an es- the Fire Chief will not be out of place
Just now.
say contest on the subject, "AdvenThe early fire builders of this city
Mr. Dutton is now a resident:
tures of the Pioneers.
In view of and also those who would prepare to
Editor, Dear Sir:
the fact that there Is a great deal of build their winter fires in safety art
Thinking your readers might be In- irterest locally in the story of the given a little sound reasoning in reterested in a first-handaccount of the pioneers who founded the sottlements gard to getting ready for the cold
fire which has caused a $10,000,000 in Western Michigan .there is a good chill.
loss in Berkeley,I am writing this chance for students in local schools to
As a rule the first cold weather
lirief review.
take a part in this contest. There is accompanied by an avalanche of
A terrific wind, a most unusual are still many persons living who can mall fires and still alarm# which
thing in- Berkeley, began Sunday eve- give personal accountsof those early keep the department on the run from
ning and blew all day Monday, the adventures, and <he boys and girls of daylight to darkness. Aside from
day of the fire, which started in
today have an opportunityto apply wearing out tires on the fire truck
blaze of dry. grass, on the east side of to them and get first-hand informa- and burning the city's gasoline,they
the hills. Fanned by the fierce wind. tion for their essays.
often inflict loss upon the person havIt swept over the crest of the ,hills in
The contest is open to all students ing the fire. Fires of this kind sonicsouthwesterly tUrect ion finding in its of all the schools of Michigan. It is
times result In serious consequencfj.
ill-smellingdepot, virtuallythe poital
path, wooden houses, with shingle pointed out by the Historical ComIn preparing for the winter, says to the town, isn’t very reassuring.
ro“r*thC. Mrlei of'^ogm^To'*
MlM Katherine Post and Mr. and
roofs, all dry as tinder from the long mission that the pupils in the smaller the chief, chimneys should be thorThe committee appointed to take up given during the coming months. The ‘Mrs. D. B. K. \an Raalte were elects!
rainless summer. Owing to the con- schools do not need to feel afraid to oughly gone over in a search for loose
tour of the hills, one house rose try for the prizes as In the past the mortar and bricks. If the chimney the new depot project are ihe follow- program committee has called npou at> members of the club.
ing. Mayor E. P. Stephan, G. J. Diek.above another, so that the roofs all contests have often been won by puis in need of it, a cleaning will also ema. A. H. Landwehr,. Arthur Viscaught first, from the blazing houses pils in the smaller schools.
give added protection against the scher and Con De Prwe.
above; and in leas than two hours
The announcement is signed oy ‘burning out" and the fires which
from the time the fire swept over the Thosmaa E. Johnson, state superin- sometimes follow when a part of tho
hills, fifty blocks of one of Berkeley's tendent of public -instruction;
George chimney is
•finest residence districts, were laid in N. Fuller, secretary of the Michigan
Stove pipes are often a source of
waste. Fire companies from five Historical Commiiiion;Mrs. Dorian trouble
during the winter season,
or six neighboringcities worked Bussell, president of the Michigan especially
when soft coal is biwncd,
heroically with the Berkeley depart- Federationof Women's Clubs; and
the pipe is coated with carbon which
The state supreme court ruled Monment, to get the flames under *con- Mrs. Victor L. Seydef state regent of causes it to corrode during the sumthat local health boards have the
trol; but owing to conditions,it seem- the Daughters of the American Revmer. Small holes appear In the pipe day
power to require school children to bo
ed a hopeless task; and it began to olution.
and when the first fire is lighted It vaccinated when there is danger of an
locks as tho Berkeley and its neighThe contest will be conductedJoint- usually Ignites material not Intended
epidemic of small pox. This decision
bor, Oakland to the south were both ly in each community by the superburning.
is of greaA interest to Holland Just
doomed. Then came a change, which intendentof Schools, the regent of forLive
coals these days have a tennow.
all Christian people here regardedas the D. A. R. Chapter, the president of
to be drawn up the chimney
The decision settled a controversy
a miracle of God's providence and the Woman's Club, and the secretary dency
because of certain coal used, anJ
goodness. The wind suddenly died of the Civic or Business Association, fall over the edge upon the roof. between the Lansing health board
down, and changed its course. Just or by any one of them, who shall also This makes It dangerous where wood- and the board of education. Last winter the health board issued an order
as the firemen were making a desper- Judge the essays.
en shingles are still found. With as- that all children must be vaccinated.
ate stand at Hearst Ave., which marks
First and second prizes will be giv- phalt shingles there is no danger from
The board of health issued a writ of
the northern boundary of the Univers- en In two groups, to students in the
these coals. However all of the roof mandamus in the circuit court to com
ity campus, and also of the congested Grades, In the High school. The local
fires can be traced to homes still hav- pell the health board to comply with
business district. And here the fire committee will determine the local
ing the old wood shingles.
the order. The board of education
was stopped at the corner of Hearst prize to be awarded.
appealed.
avenue, and Shattuck Ave. a wide
The Judges should forward the
In its ruling Monday the supremo
street which is the dividing line be- prize essays to the Michigan Historicourt held that when small pox is
PATS
tween the east and west parts of the cal commission on or before April 30,
threateninga community the health
city. No building or tree on the 1924 when they will be examined by
CHIEF
board under the authority of act 5081
campus was damaged; but scores of the state committee. The essays se(implied statutes of 1915 has the
professors' homes, and frat houses to lected by the state committee will be
THE
necessary power to take steps to prethe north were destroyed. Many of published by the Michigan Historical
In an editorialentitled "Drastic vent the spread ef the disease. There
the professors, includingthe vener- Commission.
were 17 cases of small pox when the
.able president emeritus. Benjamin Ide
The essays may be as long as the Methcds” the Grand haven Tribune
Wheeler, lost thsir valuable libraries student desires but not less than 500 commends Chief of Police Van Ry of Ijinsing health boai d Issued its order,
•and manuscriptsof books in prepar- words. All essays must be tyepwrit- Holland for his treatment of offend- the opinion said. The Lansing case
was contrary to a Kalamazoo case
-ation for the press.
ten. Pictures illustratingthe essays ers against the traffic laws. The edi- which was cited the opinion declares,
torial
says
in
part:
Everyone in our neighborhood,as should be included if possible.
"Chief of Police Van Ry of Hol- because there were no cases of small
In many others in the path of the
land has taken drastic measures to- pox there. In the Kalamazoo case it
flames, had their valuables packed
was decided that the health board
ready to leave at a moment's notice ZEELAND LEGION NAMES
ward the punishment of a motor drivCANDIDATES FOR ELECTION er in Holland who ran down a young (ould not require vnccinaXion whe.i
but at 6 p. m. calm settled over the
there was no danger from small pox.
etrlcken city and a great thankfulness
The American Legion Post at Zea- woman at a street intersection and
Justices Moore, Bird and Sharpe
was felt that God had intervened to land has nominated the following injured her severely. It is charged d.ssmtcd from the majorityopinion.
candidatesfor the annual election of that the driver, who was piloting an They held that the legislature has
jjpare the rest of the city.
1S0 far as is known, no loss of life officers which will be held next week. ice wagon turned the corner in a never given health boards the power
Commander, M. Barcnte, G. J. Van care'esa manner and trapped a gir) U compel vaccination.
occurred. More than a thousand stu
yfients, a large proportionof them Hoven: vice commanders, Henry Hol- who was trying to get across.
"It may be of interest,"their opinrx wurking their way through the U. of stege. Henry Boes Russell VanDyke, Besides paying a stiff fine lor his laps*- ion said, "that the president of the
C.^V'ere rendered homeless. Provision Simon Elhart; adjutant. Edward Den kxhe driver is likely to lose his driver's Lansing school hoard is a leading
for. Diem and for the other refugees Herder. Jack Boonstra.finance offi- license. Application has been made to physician.
is boiog made In homes that wer# cer, Nelson Boonstra,Anthony Mul- the secretary of state lor revocation
der; director. Cornelius Schermer, of the license by the chief. It was
spared.
Last Sunday according to the pa- Jack De Jonge; chaplain, George announced some time ago that such
pers, the populationof Berkeley for Meenge, David Van Ommcn; sergeur.;, actien would be taken in ease of simthe day, was the largest of any city G. Mast. Albert Marllnk; mess ser- iar driving.
"Chief Vanity's stand is right. If
on the coast, from the crowds which geant, John Van Loo, John BerghorsL
the driver in question is guilty of
came to see the ruins. It took the
reekless driving, he should be subcombined Ipollce forces of three cities
PIONEEB DIES
jected to harsh treatment. Any perv .Ja; direct auto traffic.
son who drives without consideration
'tfdMJ.TBtruly. .
AT
OF 91 IN
for ttt% safety of others deserves to
Charles S. Dutton.
be barred from the roads as a menace. Fast driving thru the city streets
CARRIER RESIGNS CAUSING
Mrs. J. G. Van Dyke, aged 51 years, is dangerous to public safety, and it
VACANCY AT I»OSTOFFICE died at her home in North Holland calls for punishment.. That must be
^William H. Vande Water, city mail Friday evening, and with her pass- admitted. It is true that the fast
-carrier No. 10, has resigned his posi- ing this community loses one of its driver is not plways a reckless driver
lon io take up work at the Western oldest residents. She was born in the but reckless drivers are usually fast
Clerk s Office, Holland, Mich.,
Stale Normal School at Kalamazoo. Netherlandsand came to America drivers. That is the unfortunate part
John P. Smith, substitutecarrier No. with her parents in 1847, the year of it.' Bomstlmes it is difficult to disSeptember 24, 1923
1 has been appointed to take his pace. when the settlement was founded criminate as to the various degrees ol
This caused a promotion in all the here by Dr. A. C. Van Raalte. The recklessness.The aafest course for
of the City of Holland:^ubstlUitee leaving one vacancy. On family came to Holland to live and the driver of automobilesis to watch
October llttfli an examinationwill be were among the earliest settlers.
the speedometersand drive at moderbeld -at'tbe local postoffice to fill that
In 1863 she was united In marrlag? ate ipeed through the city streets,
You will please take notice that at a meeting of the common council of the city of Holland,
•vacancy. .All those interestedmay se- to Jacob G Van Dyke, who died 31 slowing down at intersectionsto procure necessary information at the years ago. Most of Mrs. VanDyke's tect the lives of any persons who held on Wednesday, 19th day of September A. D. 1923, the following preambles and resolutions
Jo cal post office.
life was spent In North Holland, fibs may be crossing,"
were duly adopted, viz.:
Is survived by three children: Mrs.
Henry Pelgrim of Holland; Jacob Van
tGRAND
Dyke and Mrs. J. W. Bosnian of
North Holland; two brothers, Bybolt
TO
S. S.
Btegenga, 90 years old, and Ale P
WHEREAS, the present outlet for irenersl That for the purpose of paying the principal 4(1.000.00)Dollars each, to be numbered from
OF A
Stegenga,81 years old.
TO BE
surface drainass in the City of Holland is on the above named bonds as the same be- two to forty-two Inclusive, and one bond to be
The
funeral
was
hold
on
Tues
comes due there shall annually be levied on numbered one and to be issuedtherefor in the
wholly
Inadequate,and
In a tangled, forgotten corner ef
the taxable property in the said City of Hot- sum of Twelve hundred fifty ($1,250.00)DolWHEREAS, the Common Council deems
The program for the Ottawa CounLake Forest cemetery. Grand Haven, day at 1 o'clock at the home and at
for the general welfare and health land and annually assessedand collected, a tax tare, and to be payableas follows I Bonds
a small white shaft rises above the 1:30 at the Reformed church at ty Sunday School conventionthat is necessary
No*. 1. 2, 8. August 1, 1924 ; No*. 4, 5, 6.
of the inhabitants of the City to construct a sufficient to raise the following sum*:
wild growth of tall grass and sprigs North Holland.
August 1, 1925) Nos. 7. 8. 9. August 1. 1926
main surface drainage aewtr In Pine Avenue
In the year 1924 the rare of $3,250.00.
Nos. 10, 11. 12. August 1. 1927 ; No*. 13. 14. 15,
of golden rod. The shaft leans, about
4o be held in Holland on October 3 in the said City of Holland from the point.
In the year 1925 the ram of $3,000.00.
August 1, 1928; Noe. 16. 17, 18, August 1,
South of Thirteenth Street,where ‘Tannery In the year 1921 the sum of 13.000.00.
-to fail, and the wooden posts which at HOLLAND MAID PRIZE
1929; Not. 19. 20, 21. August 1, 1930; Nos.
and 10 has been completed. In the Creek,” so-called, intellectssaid Pine Avenue, In the y*ar 1927 the ram of $3,000.09.
•ne time marked off the little plat
AWARDED IN LETTER
22, 28, 24. August 1. 1931; Nos. 25. 24. 27.
northward
to
Black
Lake:
the yesu' 1928 the sum of $1,000.06.
Jong ago, gave way.
WRITING CONTEST list of speakers are included some THEREFORE, for the purpose of construct- In
August 1. 1932; No*. 28, 29. 30. August 1.
In thwycar 1929 th* sum of $4,000.00.
men who usually are found only on
In this tangled spot lie the re1933 ; Noe. 31. 32.' 33. August ». 1934; No*.
s^id mala surf are drainage sewer suitable In the year 1980 th# sum of $8,000.00.
No doubt many people noticed in programs of state conventions, and ing
34. 36. 36. August 1. 1985; Noe. 37 . 38. 39.
mains of a hero whose deed is told ty
for th* needs of th* City, it l* hereby resolved:
passing
the
Holland
Maid
booth
at one feature of the conventionwill be
August
1. 1936 ; Noe. 40, 41, 42. August 1.
In
the
year
1931
the
sum
of
$3,000.00.
First
That
the
Common
Council
shall
conthe simple inscriptionon the mark1937 ; together with Interest at the rate of
the Fair, their offer to boys and girls u pageant, "Search for Light," in struct a main surface drainage sewer in Pins
In the year 1982 the sum of $3,000.00.
er. It- reads:
In
th*
year
1933
th*
ram
of
$3,000.00.
five
per
cent
per annum, payable semi-aanuaJly
from ths point south of Thirteenth
"Erected by the citizens of Grand under 14. of a liberal prize for the which 165 characters will take part. Aveuos
In the year 1934 the sum of $3,000.00.
on the first days of Februaryend August of
Street where ‘Tannery Creek.”so-called,inbest
letter
giving
the
writer's
idea
of
This is said to be the biggest pageant tersects said Pine Avenue, northwardto Black
Haven to the memory of Thomas
In the year 1935 the sum of $3,000.00.
each year!"
Coffee, who lost his life by the capsiz- why "Holland Maid” is a good name ever a4tempted in this part of the Lake, at an estimated coat to the City of Hot
In the year 1936 the sum of $3,000.00.
YES.
for
high
grade
electric
washing
maIn th* year 1937 the sum of 13,000.00.
land of not to exceed forty-two thousandtwo
ing of his lifeboatwhile trying to resstate.
chines
and
ironing
machines.
Or so much thereof as may be necessary to
cue the (Tew of the schoner J. H
The morning and afternoon sessions hundred fifty (342.260)dollar*.
NO.
Second. That it is hereby determined and create a sinking fund sufficient to redeem the
Out of the numerous replies re- of the convention will be held in
Whatton, wrecked on Grand Haven
proposed that said amount of forty-two thou- above bonds at maturity, and said taXes In the
ceived.
all
excellent
considering
the
Now therefore, notice la hereby givbar, September 25, 1837."
Trinity Reformed church and the eve- sand two hundred fifty ($42,250) Dollars, bo sums above mentionedore now so levied for
Although the deed is long forgotten ages of the participants In this con- ning sessions in Carnegie Hall. The raisedby loan and that for the purpose of said the years above mentioned ; and said taxes or en, that in pursuance of said reaoluby Grand Haven citizens,steps are test. the following have been selected program will consist of many con- loan, the bonds of the City of Holland be so much thereof as may be’ necesaary shall be Hon the aforesaid proposition of raisbeing taken today to obtain fund* by the Judges as entitled to first and ferences and round table discussions, issued in the sum of forty-two thousandtwo asacMcd and collectedin each of the above ing such sum of Forty-two Thousand
fifty (142,250)dollar*,in the mannee years, and said taxes shall he applied only toj-r^o Hundred Fifty Dollars by loan
from public subscription to furnish second places: 1st prize, Jeane Hene- as well as reports of work done and hundred
as follows, to-wit: Forty-twobonds in deperpetual care for the grave and once veld, R. R. 1 $15; 2nd prize. Geneva plans for work to come. The address- nominations a» hereinafterset forth with in- thnFUIT,*FURTHFR RESOLVED That all &nd of ls8ulnS lhe t>ondB of the city
Dogger, 650 Lincoln Ave. $5; honor- es will include the following: Tuesday terestcouponsattached thereto,said bonds to money* collected from the above tax'es together ^refor, in the manner and for the
more place the marker erect.
The Grand Haven football ele\en able mention,Berneda Blocker. 526 — Welcome by Rev. C. P .Dame; re- be designated as "Pine Avenue Main Surface with any and all other moneys which the Coun- I purpose as therein set forth, Will tie
eimply crushed the Fremont team at Central Ave.
sponse by J. C. Lehman, first vice I)Ainage Sewer Bonds,” and to be respectivo- dl may appropriate for the payment of the submittedto a vote of the electorsof
The committee says it is noteworthy president ofthe Ottawa associuitlon; ly numbered from one to forty-two,inclusive, principalor intereet of the above bonds, shall . the clty |lt a Special Election to be
Grand Haven with a 61-0 score. More
and to be of like date and interest, excepting
than 2,000 attendedthe game, many that out of all the replies received, address, "Our Debt to Childhood" by due dates, and to be payable as follows: Three
none were from boys. Evidentlythe Rev. George Goris; "The Bible School thousand two hundredfifty ($3,250,00)dollars, Bond* Sinking Fund.’1 which fund is hereby, the twenty-ninth »r
rl,v,\Mon;la,1/
coming from Fremont.
day of
October A. D.
boys' interest in Holland maids Is and Its EducationalProgram for To- August 1st, 1924 ; three thousand($3,000.00)
1923, and that at said election each
not as well developed as it possibly morrow,” by Rev. Wrn. Samuel Hess, dollars. August 1st. 1925: three thousand
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED. That the elector voting on said question shall
($3,000.00) dollars, August 1st, 1926 ; three
SURPRISES FATHER AFTER
will te later.
D. D.; "Leadershipfor the Task," by thousand ($3,000.00)dollars, August 1st. 1927; moneys axwsaed and collectedas above set designate his vote on the ballot COI1ABSENCE OF 18 YEARS
forth
institutingsaid "Pine Avenue Main | ta|nlng proposition by a cross
Rev. J. C. Wllllts, D. D.; pageant, three thousand ($3,000.00)dollars. August 1st,
Drainage Sower Bonds Sinking Fund"
John De Boer, Jr., of Colorado POOR OUTSIDE ADVERmark (x) placed In the square!] op"Search for Light," in charge of Miss 1928 ; three thousand ($3,000.00) dollars, Surface
shall be used for th* purpose of paying the
Springs, surprisedhis father, John TISING FOR A STARTER— BUT
August 1st, 1929 ; three thousand ($3,000.00)principal and Interestof said above described posite the word "Yes'* or In the U
Henrietta Warnshuis.
De Boer of this city, by suddenly
OTHER GAMES ARE COMING
Wednesday — Ten minute papers: dollars. Auguat 1st. 1930 ; three thousand bonds as above provided and only for that oppositethe word "No" as he may
($3,000.00) dollars, August Irt. 1931 : three purpose.
arriving home for a visit after an abThe Pastor and His Place of Privil- thousand
elect.
($3,000.00)dollars, August 1st, 1932;,
Grand
Rapids
Herald
—
Rockford
sence of 18 years. Mr. De Boer was
ege
in the Church School," David three thousand ($3,000.00)dollar*. August 1st, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That said
surprised
the
Michigan
football
world
bond*
shall
be
signed
by
the
Mayor
and
they
Notice is further hereby given that
born in Holland and spent his boyDamstra; "The Superintendency;An 1933 ; three thousand ($3,000.00) dollars,
Clerk, and to be negotiatedat such times said election will be held in the sevhood here hut left for the west !8 by scoring a 6 to 0 victory over Hol- Honor or a Responsibility, " Rev. J. C. August 1st, 1934 : three thousand($3,000.00)City
and in such manner as the Common Council
years ago He is spending a few days land high Saturday Holland accept- De Vinney: "Making the Secretary- dollars. August 1st. 1935; three thousand may direct but at a price not less than the eral wards of the said city of Holland at the places designatedby
ed the game merely for a practice tilt,
($3,000.00)dollars, August 1st, 1936; throe par value thereof.
bere on a visit.
ship Count," J. C. Lehman; "The thousand ($3,000.00)dollars, August 1st, 1937
the Common Council as follows:
hut as soon na the referee's whistle
WHEREAS
IT
IS
NECESSARY
and
the
blew found they were in a real battle. Monthly Workers’ Council: Its Value the bonds to draw Interestat the rate of five Common Council deems It advisableto submit First Ward— 2nd Story of Engine
Its Program," Wm. West veer; ad- per cent per annum payable semi-annually on
One of these mornings we will They were unable to score while and
the propositionof raising said amount by th*.
first day of February and the first day of
House No 2, 106 E. 8th St.
wake up shivering and think regret- Rockford counted its winning touch- dress, "A Great Task and a Great the
August,of each year, both principal and in- issuing of bonds, to the vote of the electors
Field,”
E.
K.
Mohr;
address,
"The
Second Ward— -2nd Story of Engine
fully that winter with its coal and down in the second quarter when
terval to be paid at the office of the Treas- of the city
Hout/e No. 1, West 8th St.
THEREFORE. Be It Further Resolved:
«now shoveling will soon be here. But Wilkenson ran 76 yards to the goal Persona! Devotional Life of the urer of the City of Holland, and
Church School Teacher or Worker,” That for the purpose of paying the Interest First, That the proposition to raise the Third Ward — G. A. R. Rooms. Basethe small boys and girls of Holland after recovering a fumble.
amount
of
Forty-two
thousand
two
hundred
on
the
above
boode
sa
the
tame
become*
due,
Rev. J. W. Ghysels; address. "The Ed*
ment Floor. City Hall, Corner River
will say ‘“Goody, IPs cold, soon it will
ucational Task of the Church," Rfrv. there shall be annually levied on the taxable fifty ($42,250) Dollars by loan and to issue
Avenue and Eleventh St,.
be Christmas."However there are
property of the said City of Holland, and an- bonds of the City of Holland therefor,as here8. C .Nettlnga,D. D.*. address. "Toutto
a few boys ahd girls in Holland who
nually aseeaed and collected,the following inbefore determined and proposed end set forth, Fourth Ward — Polling Place, 301
L. T. BchaJdeleehas opened a new
and to be payable at the time and in the manhave no toys or Christmas feasts to grocery store Saturday morning at and the Church," Rev. M. E. Ander- tJPICl
First Avenue.
In the year 1124. accrued Interest at the rate ner hereinbeforeset forth,be submitted to the
anticipate.The Elizabeth Schuyler 394 Pine avenue. His phone number son, D. D.
of five per cant per annum on forty-two thou- vote of the elector* of the City of Hollandat Fifth Ward— Polling Place, Corner
A
large
number
of
local
and
county
Hamilton chapter. Daughters of the will be 2321.
a specialelectiontor that purpose, to be held
workers will take part in the var- Mod two hundred fifty ($42,250.00)dollar* on
Central Avenue and State Street
.American Revolution, has for several
Monday, th* twenty-ninth day of October.
from th* data of i**ne.
ious
cpnferences
during
the
two
day*
A. D. 1923. and said day Is hereby designated Sixth Ward — Basement Floor, Van
ryears given a Christmassupper to the
Zeeland was swamped by the Ot- of the conventionand the program* In the year 1925 the turn of $1,950.00.
a Special Electionfor meh purpoee.
*Adldrenthat Miss Churchford bad seRaalte Avenue School House, on
the year 1924 the *um of $1,800.00.
Second. That the substance of th* question
lected from the city mission. The sego high football team the score be- will be filled with Interesting events. In
In the year 1927 the ram of $1, $50.00.
thus submittedbe printed upon a separate • Van Raalte Avenue, between Nineing 34 to 6.
year before last the number of chilIn the year 1925 the ram of $1,500.00.
ballot, and be set forth eubetan daily in form
teenth and Twentieth Streets.
Mrs. L, -Mulder 29 E. 14tb street la
dren was limited but last year Miss
In the year 1929 the sum of $1,360.00.
and words as follow*!
,
Notice Is hereby given that the polls
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Oostlng of the guest of her childrenRev. and In the year 1930 the ram of Si. 200.00.
“Shall the City of Holland rate by ten the
Cbarchford was told to bring all that
In the year 1981 the ram of $1,050.00.
sum of Forty-two thousand two hundred fifty at said section will be open from 7
•he*whihed and over 200 children near Paw Paw, were Holland visitors Mrs. Anthony Karreroan of Mujke- In
the year 1932 the ram of
($42,250) Dollars,to be uasd fur th# purpoes o'clock a. m. till 5 o'clock p. m. of
gon.
were fed and entertained and it was a Sunday, driving here in their car.
In tbe year 19S3 the ram of
of constructing s main WrtMadrajttMai^
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Overweg and In the year 1934 the rata of
pleasant sight to see the children eat
in Pine Avenue, in the ted City of Holland, aid day.
*Mr. and Mrs. Ted 'Elferdlnkof sons motored to Big Rapids to visit In the year 1915 the ram of
In order to provide the funds with
from th* point south of Thirteenth Street,
In witness whereof,I have hereunwhoreTannery
________ j Creek.’
____ ______
which to do this again this year the Grand Rapids spent Sunday with Mrs. Overweg’smother over the week In the year 1999 the rara of
Pine Avenue,’ northwardto Black, Lake ; snd to sot my hand, the day and year ftr»t
In
tbe
year
1937
the
ram
Of
•octet y Is putting on a movie, “Crln- their mother, Mrs. M. Kolyn, West end.
above above written.
B. Steketes recisved a letter from And raid taxes or so much thsreof as may b# shall the
vfflne and Romance,” at the Colonial, 13th street
RICHARD OVERWEG,
Germany Friday that carried 288,000
October 8 and f. Remember your
2SS
SoSSS Sept. 27-Oct. 4-11-18-25 City Chirk.
patronage will help give some young*
Sprletsma Hardware on West 8th marks in stamps. There were two
atreet is repalntln* and redecor&tlDj. aUmpa each of 108,000 marks.
•ter bia or her Christmas upper.
Charles S. Dutton, former citizen of

Pupils in the schools of Holland
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Holland’s Financial Standing

|
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Below will be fourd the statements of the thiee Holland Banks respectively The
In this week’s Issue of the New
At a quiet wedding at the home of flattering figures go to show the solidity of these three local banking institutions. Look
York Nation appears an Interesting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. A.
'
article on the subject, "SellingUs An- Meyer, Miss MargueriteAnna
SlStCmcniS 0V6F C8r6lUJly.
other War.”
War. The article is of local in- was given in marriage by her father,
other
terest because it was written by Fred- to Mr. Peter Nicholas Prina, son of , “5PORT OF THE CONDITION* OF REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF REPORT OF THE CONDITION O*
erlck J .Libby, executive secretary of Mrs. Teunis Prins of this city. BeFIRST
The Holland Citv Stafft Rjanlr PFOPI FQ QTATU D A MV*
the NationalCouncil foi the Preven- fore an altar of banked cosmos
fZ.. i
Wiy OJMlt
rlLUrLtO
The man then jumped the curb tlorf of War. Mr. Libby came to Hoi- sweet alyssum the service was read by t Holland, Michigan at the close of *t Holland. Mlclilgan at the close of at Holland, Michigan at the doae of
ran into a wooden guide wire polo land a few months ago and gave one the Rev. James A. Martin of the Third businessSept. 14. 1923 as called for by the Commissioner of the Rank- busInesH,September 14, IMS as
belonging to the city and broke it off of the most eloquentaddresses ever Reformed church, at six o'clock,Sat- for by the Commissioner of the Bank- business, Sept. 14, 1923, as called for by the Commlasloner of the
ing Department.
lug Department.
ut the base. The fall of the large ;lm- heard here on the prevention of war urday, September 29th.
Banking Department
RESOURCES
her just grazed Jacob \anPutten, sr., at a meeting of a large number
The bride was gowned in white
RESOURCES
RESOURCES
living on South River avenue who citizensheld at the home of Mrs. G. frosted crepe and lace, and her
and Discounts, tlx.:
Commercial
Commercial
would have been instantly killed nud E, Kollen. He- is one of the best in- veil of silk tulle was arranged with b Unsecured $685. 047. S3
b Unsecured $786,434.09
IxMins and Discounts, via.:
he been on the spot a fraction of h formed men in America on this sub- oiange blossoms.She curried a show-** Rems in transit 1.148.54
c Items in transit 7,642.47
a
Secured by
second later.
Ject and he made a very strong im- er bouquet of bride's roses and swancollateral $42,476.00
Buchanan was arrajgned before presslon here. The Nation article this aorla. She was attendedby her sisTotal
Totals
$686,196.37
$794076.56
b Unsecured 627,827.57
Justice Den Herder, where he plead- week is made up of informationMr. ter. Miss Helene Meyer, who wore a
Commercial
Savings
c Customer's Llaed guilty to reckless driving and he Libby has collected on the subject gown of orchid canton trimmed with
a Secured by
Savings
bilitiy account of
waa Nned $20.20 to which was add-'d since his appearance here,
silver and carried primroses and a See ured by
collateral
$263,472.62
acceptances
197.04
a cost of $20.
Button Chrysanthemums.The groom
b Unsecured
eollateral
60,000.00
$273,605.77
e Items in transit 5. 287. 91
The wreck will cost Buchanan a
was
attended
by
Mr.
Cornelius
Dusker
LADS FROM
,
, t,
b Unsecured
93.000.00
pretty penny after he gets his car reTotals
PICKED UP BY
HaPlds
$323,472.62
Totals
paired. and after this is done, some
$675,788.52
Officers Steketee and Zweeringa . Mr8' H“rrl8 Meyer Ban« beautifully
Total
$366,605.77
$1,1 17, 549. *.8
one else will have to drive U, for picked
Savings
up two young beys found on a before the service, "Beloved, it is
$1,052,802.14 Bonds, Mortgages and
a Secured by
Buchanan's license Is going to be reAylwaard
was ac- Ronds. Mortgages and
"blind baggage" of the Pere Mar- morn,” ,by
J L
. She
.
Securities,rl:
voked.
collateral
$305,026.60
quette Thursday night, and when 1 ^mpanled by her husband, Mr. HarCommercial
Chief Van Ry is following
an e.\ (questioned, the lads stated thnt th<w r18 Meyer- Miss Nella Meyer played Securities,viz.:
b Unsecured
32,300.00
---b Municipal Bonds
Commercial
ci llent Pol*c>r *n the revocation of all h
away from home and that I'0b*ngrin,8 Wedding March as th-s
in office $ 3,000.00
Totals
$337,126.60
licenses where reckless driving
Hved in Cli
that , bridal party descendedthe stairs. Dr. a Real Estate
c Municipal Bonds
Mortgages
$26,500 00
drunkenness while driving, has been ^^Uy^Vted! hat "they wanted to see '
Mrs. Rudolph H. Nichols of ‘his
n.ou.m.ir
Pledged ............ 2.000.00
d U. S. Bonds and
Bonds, Mortgages and
Nothing will make an auto driver Michigan having heard so much re88 Master and Mistress of
d U. S. Bond and CerSecurities,vlx.:
Certificatesof Indebtedness
come to lime quicker than knowing garding it. The boys are George co^n^onJv8
tlflcatco of Indebtednen
Commercial
Out-of-townguests were: Miss In Office ...........107.909.05
that possibly the privilege of driving Kendall. 13 years old .»nd a brother ^
In
32,700 00
a Real Estate
Ruth Blekkink of Ypsilmtl, Mr. Cor-|
Sam Kendall, 15 years old.
his auto will be taken away.
U. S Bonds and
Mortgages | 2.210.68
Chief Van Ry notified the parent! nclius Dosker of Grand Rapids. Mr. Totals ................$1 3 4,409.05
A man who has driven a car once
and
Mrs. J. C. Wall. Mr. and
Savings
Certificatesof Indebtg Other Bonds 8,600.00
and
in
the
meantime
had
them
confinds It Impossible to ge* along withHarris Meyer of Kalamazoo. Mrs. W. I a Real E8lulti
edness Pledged 20.000.00
out one. A motorist simply feels lost fined in the detentionroom at the
D Clock and daughter Anne of Otseg Other Bonds 22,548.19
Totals
$10,710.68
without his "buzz wagon." conse- city hall.
$602,659.74
go. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
® ®
Savings
quently the punishment is more seb MunicipalBends
of Allegan. Miss Helen Bell of Grand
$80,248.19
a Real Estate
vere than the fine would be.
in office 348. 093. f:
KLAN SPEAKS IN
Haven. Mrs. Raymond Lubbers of
Savings
Mortgages $332,600.50
g
Other
bonds
354.140.06
Sheboygan.Rev. and Mrs. T.
n Real Estate
b Municipal Bonds
OF Me KIN
CONVENTION MUSICIANS TO
ttnberg of New York. Mr. and
_ ,
0„a ,,
Mortgages $630,442.20
in
84,111.50
HAVE BUT ONE REHEARSAL
Theodore Elferdink of Grand Rapids., Totals $1,304,893.43
b MunicipalBonds
d U. 8. Bonds and CerThe chorus that will furnish the
Mr. and Mrs. Prins will be at
$1.439,30i.l8
In
120.061.90
tificates of Indebtedness
music at the Ottawa County Sunday
Within- the shadow of a statue of after November 1st at 18 East 16th *l°*0,ve8» v,*-:
d U. 8. Bonds and
In
15,000.00
school conventionwill meet for only President William McKinley at Min- Street.
Commercial
f War Eavlng and
Certiflcateeof Indebtedone rehearsal. This will be held on kegon a klansman stood Thursday
William M. Connelly of the Ottawa Du* from Federal
Thirtf
904.00
ness in office 130,366.29
the evening of October 5th at the night and addressed a throng of 8,000 County road commission.Grand Ha- Reserve bank $59,537.60
g Other Bonds 66,260.00
g Other Bonds 60,909.36
Third Reformed church, the meeting curious Muskegon people,
ven. has informed the Grand Rapids Due from Banks In
being at 7:30 sharp. The music at the Fo- an hour this gathering of cit!- Association of Commerce that provia- Reserve cities 15.699.67
Totals
$498,766.00
Totals
$941,779.75
convention will be of a very high zens stood, close togetherabout the Ion has been made In the budget lor Total cash on
class and will be furnished by the stone pedestal which forms
$509, 476. it
$1,022,027.04
county's share of the highway hand
20.1 54.03
Reserve*, vl*.j
Reserves, vlx.:
leading signers of Holland. Miss Su- about the statue on the west of the construction between Grand Rapids
Commercial
sannah Hamellnk will serve as ac- Hackley grade school building. Th-y and Holland In Ottawa county paralCommercial
Totals $95,391.30
heard an explanation of the creed and leling the Pere Marquetterailway and
companist.
Du j from Banka In
Du* from Federal
Savings
purpse of the klan, find many a*, eight miles from Hudsonville to Zea- Due from Federal
Ros-rved Cities $46,605.04
Reserve bunk $68,483.39
plauded ns if they approved.
Exchange* for
land is on the state program. This
Due from Banks in
LOCAL D. A. R.
Just who the speaker was couldn t is a,e Grand Rapids to Chicago high- 1 uJ^rom IhmksVn ' ’3
Clearing House 3.527.96
Reserve Cities 22,783.75
be learned, altho he admitted his
Total Cash
Exchanges for
TO BE
Reserve cities 4 1.369.06
name was Claude Lewis and he came
on
36,512.13
Clearing House 20.730.53
Exchanges for
to substitute for the
AT FLINT, MICHIGAN •XronV
Total cash on
Clearing
House
9.592.7?
IS
who was •cheditled to deliver
86,645.13
The Daughters of the America.! speaker
bund
24.091.84
,he addrcs, New,papar me„ preav,,,
Total cash on
Having*
Revolution of Michiganwill have their
hand
33.233.90
him for information about himself
25th annual state conference In Flint.
Due from Banks In
Totals
$136,089.51
but he refused to tell what his busiOct. 9-10-11. Mrs. L. Victor Seydel of
Reserve Cities $64,371.69
Saving*
A pretty home wedding was solemness is in Detroit, and only divulgrd
Totals
$131,713.27
Grand Rapids has announced tha* the his name by aeddont.
U. 8 and Certificate*
nized Friday evening ar 8 o'clock at
227.1 04:57 Due from Federal
President-General, Mrs. Anthony
of Indebtcdnes* carried
Reserve Bank $42,000 00
There was no one accompanying the tome of Mr. and Mrs. Oeurt'i Combined Accounts, vlx.:
Cook, will be the honored gueots at >h;"n
fn H0n,Vfv »
.k ^ Luge 136 West 11th street, when their Overdrafts
as legal reserve In bavDue from Banks in Re324.01
the conference and will deliver
hlm1wl,h any
I7ng* Dept, only 48,000,0(1
aiuskegon citizens.He merely mount- son Lyman S. Lage was united in mar- Banking House ......................25,000.00 serve cities 72,008 06
.raddress on the evening of October 9.
rotal cash
During the past year, the Michigan ed a large dry goods box, called fov rlage to Miss Katherine Brown. Tr.s Furnitureand Fixtures ........15.000.00 Totul Ca»h
quiet and asked his audience to Join ceremony was performed at 8 o'clock Customers'Bonds Deposited
on hand
on
hand
.........
6,00(K0(P»
24.97V46
Daughters have been emphasizing In repeating the Lord s prayer. He in the presence of the immediate relaAmericanizationwork among foreign then called for one verse of "Ameri- tives and a few friends. The bride with bank for safekeeping 32. 450.00
Totals
Totals
$138,986.52
$118,371.69
born women. One of the Interesting ca" by the crowd and p/oceededwith was beautifullydressed In a traveling Outside Checks and
$275,076.03
features of the conference will be an
other
cash
items
204,016.71
1,259.30
his talk.
gown of brown duvty.i. She was atCombined Accounts, vlx.:
Combined Account*, vl*.:
Stock in Federal
exhibition of Cottage Industries, the
In answer to a questionfrom the tended by Miss Mabl.i l«age, and tho
Overdrafts
|
$2,449.21
work of the foreign born women,
69C.lt
Reserve bank
4.200.00
as ^o why klansmen wear a groom was attended '>•/ Mr., Milton
Banking House ................50,000.00 Banking House- ................. 19,236.10
and each chapter is asked to contri- audience
Hinga. Rev. P. P. Chcif, pastor of
mask, the speaker said:
bute to this exhibit.
28,390.0; Furnitureand Fixture* 6,227.11
Total
$2,797,447.50 Furnitureand Fixtures
“U is our purpose and sworn prom- Hop0 church, performed the ceYe
Customers Bonds Deposited
The local D A R. will be represent- ise to help authoritiesenforce
Other real e*tate .....t_____ 1,818.4!
LIABILITIES
_______ the
_____law.
____ mony. The young couple left on an
ed at the conferenceby Mrs. M. A If we unmask and declare to me autoinbbile tour through the west, t’n ( »P'*ul Slock Paid In. ....... $100,000.00 with bank for safekeeping 64.250 00 Customers’Bonds Deposited
Outride j'hecks and .ah' r
Clark, delegate; Miss Ruby Hughes world that w’e are klansmen we im- their return they will make their Surplus Fund
with bank for safekeeping 20,215.00
65.060.00
regent.
cash items
136.
Undivided profits,
66.91 0 31
mediately tell the bootlegger. the home in Holland,
Stock
of
Federal
Total
$1,773, 700.
Dividends
1 30 00
politicalgrafter and all other lawReserve bank
LIABILITIES
Mrs. B. Boerman sustained a deep breakersthat we are watching them
4,600.09
George Getz and Fted Pantllnd, Coninmn-itil Deposits, vlx.:
gash |n her forehead when the top and they better watch out. If no- both interestedin Ottawa Beach hoiel Commercial Deposits
Total
of a buggy accidentallyfell down body knows whether or not his neigh$2. 564, 379. 18 Capital Stock paid In.
Ibo.ooo.air
have made known that the company Subject to check $478,1 12.20
while she was removing some fruit bor Is a klansman we are able to help who conduct affairs across the bay Demand Certificates
LIABILITIES
Surplus Fund ......................
50.000.04
from the rear end of the vehicle.
Capital Stork paid In ........$ OO.non.rto Undivided profits
authorities,land the lawbreakerf."
274.147.47
3.981.11
would possibly have a small ferry of
Surplus Fund ......................
50.000.00 Commercial Dcpoult*, viz.:
unning next year for the purpose ot Certified checks 3.042.04
Undividedprofits,
57,890.90 CommercialDeposltn
accommodating such motorists as
Commercial DcpoHlta, viz.:
Totals
$755,001.7
wish to resort at Ottawa Beach.
subject to check 446.369.90
Tho ferry will accommodate four
$755,601.7 Commercial DepositsBubDemand Certificates
Ject to check
automobilesat one time and a reg- Savings Deposit*, viz..
$581,719.50
of
1 95.663.33
Demand Certificates
ular charge w-ill be made for the Hook Accounts — SubCertified checks 1.408.22
transporatton.
of deposit
8tate Moneys on
ject to Havings
289.487.67
U is stated that Otta wa Beach loses
Certifiedchecks
6,543.63
deposit ............2-i.000.00
By-Laws $1,777,355.4?
several touristsfor the reason that a
State Moneys on
12-mtle drive has to be made around Total
Deposit
10,000.00
$ 1,777,355.48
Totals
$663,431.45
the buy before Ottawa Beach hotel
Postal Savings
663,431.4k
cun be reached while the hotel Is right Customers'Bonds Deposited
on deposit
248.59
Saving* Deposits, vlx.:
in sight of tourists cut off by a small
with bank for safekeeping 32,450.90
Book Accounts — flub Ject
body of water of only a few hundred
Total
to Havings

-

Carl Buchanan ' was arrested for
reckless driving on River avenue.
On Thursday night he was going at
such a tremendous speed that Mat*,
Witvllet living on River avenue could
not get out of his way in time, and
was slightly
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deposit
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TO THINK OF THAT
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urnace

feet, and

when

tourists have

made

$887,999.39

By-Laws

Totals

RT

$2,797,447.60
$986,072.72
the trip through Holland, they often
$887,999 39
go on by Alpena road further north.
vurmrav
Savings DcpoHlt*, vlx
$986,072.7*'
rather than taking the circultioua ,,;A . ' ^MiCHIGAN.
Customers'Bonds Deposited
County of Ottawa, ss
Book Account*— Subject to
route to Otuwa Beach.
with Bank for SafeHavings .ByMr. Getz stated that It wasn't the I. Henry J. Luidens. Cashier of the
20,215.0*
$1,404,238.89
Intention to divert the travel away above named bank, do rolemnly swear
from Holland for this would be 1m- that the above statement is true to tho Customers'Bonds Deposited
Total
$1.773. 700. 23possible and would require any num- best of my knowledge and belief and w,th bank for safekeeping64,250 00

Totals
keeping

:

^

of

ByLaw*

---

Tidal

ber of ferries 4o handle bo many cars, correctly represents the true state
—
1 he ferry Is only intended to ac- the peverul matters therein contained,
$2,564,379 1 8 STATE OF MICHIGAN.
County of Ottawa, ss:
commodate such mo to ruts as wish to M 8hown by the ,,onkH of lhe hanU. STATE OF MICHIGAN.
go to Ottawa Beach quickly and those
I, Henry Winter. Cashier of the
HENRY
J LUIDENS, ( wun,y of °ttawa‘ "H:
motorists naturally will have to pay
I. Otto 1*. Kramer, Cashier of the above named bank. do solemnly
• ’n shier
for the accommodation.Most tour8 Ascribed and sw. n. to l.efor’o me »bove named bank do solemnlyswear ""'ear. that the above statement fa
.Kts will prefer the beautiful ride
tha; th»> above statement Is true to th«* true to the best of my knowledge and
'his
2i>.th day of September. 1 923.
around the lake, for that is Just what
best of my knowledge and belief and belief and correctly represents th*
William
I
they are touring for. and the 12 mil
orre< y represents the true state of true Mate of the several matters ther©Nott-ry I’-i.-b-drive presentsbeautiful scenery m
the veral matters therein contained, in contained, as shown by the book*
•those who have not made the trip be- Mv commission expin •* Jan '. /.!•'•
as shown by the books of the bank of .be bank.
' orient Attest —
fore.
OTTO P. KRAMER.
HENRY WINTER,
GLUKIT J. DIKKEMA.
Kev. H. Tuls formerly of Hollan
Cashier.
Cashier.
DANIEL TEN CATE
preached his farewell sermon as th
Hi-bscrihedand sworn to before me
Sobs ribed and swore, to before moTHUS. 11 MAR8IUE.
pastor of the Christian Reforme i
-li.s .'''th day of September, 1923
Directors this 20 day of Septemln r, 1923
church at Zutphen next Sunday. Mr.
C. VAN DYKE.
A ex Van Zanten.
Tuls recently was voied emeritus !•>
Notary Pul.li :
Notary Public.
the Zeeland classis on account of ilimmi-ision expires Atig. 22. 1925.
My (ommisslon expires July 22, 1 92V M >
health.
Cot rest Attest —
Correct Attost-*Ideal State o' Society.
B I) K HP I’ EL.
D
H
K
VAN
R A ALT E.
fioc.ety Is
when
JOHN G. RUTGERS
A. H. LANDWEHR.
people obey th mag .i ntes ami
C. H. McBRIDE.
C. J. LOKKER.
uinglKtrntPst'o law*.-- s->|on.
Directors.
Directors.
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printed circular was distributed

Holland Monday, headed, "To

Citizens of Ottawa County." and sign-

Holland Canning

ed. "An Ottawa County Klansman.”
It sets forth the alleged

Ku Klux Klan and makes

You

will

have a pleasant place to

this winter if
Let us install a

and prove

to

live

NOW!
HOLLAND FURNACE
you get busy

you

why
Friends.*’

boast that "a Klansman. even though
he be humble In the affairsof this
world, i* a better citizen than .any
man who Is not a Klansman, regardless of his high estate” It Is because
of this boast that Klansmen have won
the nick-name of "Holier-than-

To halve

Peaches.

CO.

General Offices — Holland, Mich.
225 Branches in Central States.

;

ol

Furnaces in

the''

World.

Sider Apples

el for
i

easily.”
Thous.”
In the last paragraph of the circular the*anonymous writer says: "They
say we'are an unlawful group who do
not dare ahow our faces. They are
unaware that we are among them
dally and that our influence Is felt in
every act of the community.”Yet In
the face of this statementthe writer
does not seem to have the courage to
sign his own name to the document
but hides under the title of “An OtillMtlllHIMMMMMtllMMIIMIII
tawa CpuiUy
__________
Probably the funniest thing In the
whole rigmarole is a description of . cfoss. symbol of the Christian rellgthe solemn oath that a Klansman- Is Ion: with still another American flag
required to take. Here it
. unfurled from a staff; and the beauty
“Three times on his bended knee; * and splendorof Us standard blowing
with his
wun
nts ngni
right hand
nano ra-soa
ra'sed to nign
hlgn . in his face; in
In this position he
betook
took an
Heaven, and his left hand placed over joith. thrice binding hlrA in eolemn
his heart: in the presence of a sacred loyalty and a serious pledge to aupaltar; over the top of that altar was port the law* of the city, state and naspread the American flag, and on top tion. Therefore a Klansman, bound
of the American flag was l*Jd the by patriotism which Inspired him to
Holy Bible, open at the twelfth chap- become a member and then by a
ter of Romans; near by the ‘Aery’ three-fold oath, 1* pledged to the

CRAB APPLES.

We

Klansman."

also do

ing

Must be free from
Worms and with the

custum grind-

Tuesday and

Friday only

stems ON.

Holland Cannine

Canning Comp’y

is:

Largest Installers

Pays $1.00 per bush-

Can make from $2.
to $4.00 per day

Holland

HOLLAND FURNACE

CENTS

25

:

=

“HOLLAND FURNACES

make Warm

COMPANY

alms of the
the curious

T

We Pay

WOMEN

th-?

"0

COMPANY

great government of the United States
over and above any and every govern- scroll of our great government 1»
ment in the whole world. He pledges stained wdth the blood' of Patrick
his life. If necessary; his property, and Henry. Paul Revere, Captain Jonahis sacred honor to the unfaltering than Parker, George Washington*

purpose of perpetuating etx great 1 Abraham Lincoln and millions of
American country, the most dauntlessother sons of liberty." Patrick Henlineage known to man”.
ry and Paul Revere and Georg*
“An Ottawa County Klansnutn”,or Washington
peacefully
whoever got up this document Is evi- In their beds and their blood never
dently not very strong on American stained anything, scroll* or anything
history. One sentqpce read*: "The else.

died

A

v/

Holland Pity, News

Page Pour
Holland

City.

The Allegan county circuit court
News I.preliminary
session, was held with

Judge Orlen 8. Cross opening the aesEoteied os second-class matter at the s.on. Th,e Jury will not report Until
Postofflceat Holland, Michigan, under next Monday. One of the big cases
th© Act of Congress, March, 1897.
to come up Is the one of Frank Rill of
Chicago who is held In the drownljig
Terms $1.50 per year with a discount of Miss Irma Orga when a canoe was
of 50c to those paying In advance. capsized near Saugatuclt on the KalRates of Advertising made known amazoo river. The case will prove
to be a sensational affair Judging
upon application.
from the testimony in the examina-

James Serguson of tendon, Ont., The jpiuslo at the County Sunday
who was bitten by a rattlesnake while School conventionwill be one ef the
playing with It at the Holland fair big features. The selections to bV

three weeks ago is Improving slowly. sung have never been heard at any
H« was bitten on the middle finger of county or state convention.These sethe left hand. It la stated the ftng'er lections will be rendered by about 75
bitten may be uselessin the future.
of Hplland’s leading solo voices.
The afternoon session consisted of Ihey will include — "The Hallelujah
the following: Devotions, "The Spirit Chorus,” "Inflamatua", to be sung by
and the Conference,”by Rev. Jamoj Mrs. J. E. Telling and chorus; "The
Wayer of Holland; Resume of the Heavens are telling,”to be sung by
morning session by Rev. H. Maassen: 1 Mrs. R. M. Waltz, Mr. Gerrlt TerBeek.
address. "The CohgregatlonIn Rela- Mr. John TerVree and chorus; “Hark,
tion.
On the Zeeland road near Holland tion to Itself.” by Dr. S. C. Nettinga; Hark, my Soul," Miss Mabel Anthony
h broken and battered motorcycle address, “The Congregationin Rela- : Mrs. D. B. K. Van Raalte, Jr. and
might have been seen all day Monday. tion to Its Pastor and Consistory," by chorus; and "Mozart's Twelfth Mass,”
Mr. E W. Jager; address, “The Con- This song service will be given from
The total Income of the West Mich- This was the outcome of a colislon gregation
in Relation to Its Immed- 7 to 7:30 on Tuesday and Wednesday
between a Lee Stennet of Pullman.
igan State Fair for this year was $42.Allegan county, who drove the motor- iate Community,’ by Dr. M’ C. Pear- , eveningsat Carnegie hall.
S70; the total expense, Including precycle and BenJ. Lemmen 23rd St., of son.
| • Miss Susannah Hamelink organist
miums. $41,784. This leaves $1,186 on Holland who was driving a sedan.
This evening's session will open at Trinity church will be the accomthe credit side of the ledger, accordThe accident took place late Sunday with a a song service led by Dr. J. B. panist.
ing to figuresavailable at the present
night and Stennet was rushed to the Nykerk. An address, "The Challenge
Joe White escaped what might
,, ,
Holland HospitalIn an unconscious of the Hour.” will be given by Dr. M. have been a serious accident when a
Mr. and Mrs. William C .Vanden- condition. He is doing nicely however.C. Pearson executive,secretary of the front wheel came off his taxi and rollberg and Mr. and Mrs Vaudle Van- nnd will soon be discharged. The Detroit Council of Churches.
| ed toward the curb, causing the axle
denberg. left Monday noon on a mot- Lemmen sedan was also badly wreckIn the Grand Haven Tribune col- to strike the brick paveni*
The
oring trip to Chicago. The oil men ed.
umn of 25 years ago, the following machine turned a,nd came to a stop
arc attending a conventionof ths
The people of Jamestown have col- two items appear:— Charles Christ- across the interurbanrailway tracks
American Oil Men's association with keted $300 for the earthquakesutler- ( mas custodian of the court house and but did not tip over. White had Just
headquartersat Congress Hotel, Chi- rs in Japan. This sum has been sent j John Rugers, register of deeds, were started his machine which was movcago.
tc the Ottawa County Red Cross. | attending the Holland fair. A mur- ing very slowly, when the accident
With the 56 additions recently
A concert and communitysing l^d r.age license hud been issued to O. occurred.
made, there is now a total of 800 bj a chorus of 40 voices Is being plan-' Harley Souter of Holland and Lizzie
The two men Injured near Montamembers on the U. of M. faculty,or ned at Fennville.Old familiar songs;-^unn °Z Grand Haven,
gue Monday on the Pere Marquette
even more than the number of foot will be used and the audiencewill be
Rev. Bruggers ot the Sixth Reform- train due in Holland at noon from
Pentwater were Joe Victor from this
ball coaches.
a>.ked to Join In the
j ed church has a unique way of letting
social city, who jumped and sprained his anA few days ago two runaway boys
from Chicago were found by the local
police on the blind baggage of a
| telling all about the doings. On
engine came to rest practicallyon
Pere Marquette train. When they
WI
latest handbill he has a large black- ' 1** side. No doubt Victor's Jumping
were arrested they gave their names
Miss Gertrude Verhey who
- as Kendall brothers. It later turned was run over by a SuperiorIce Co. board pictured telling of a social saved his life, for he was on the tipevent
on
October
8
at
7:30.
He
tells
Ped
overside
of the engine nearest the
out that one was Rex Henderson,and tiuck Is Improving nicely. An ex-ray
the other Sam Castro. The police In was taken and It was found that ev- of the get-together meeting on the ground.
Chicago were notifiedthat the boys erything was very satisfactory,and evening of that day for the purpose i Louis Frank, the nine moi>ths old
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Miles died
were being held, and the parents sent Mias Verhey will be out again within ot getting better acquainted.Tho
mimeograph invitationalso contains Tuesday at his parents' home at 38
money for their return. The boys a month.
a picture of a plate of buns and a well I F&st 18th street. The funeral will be
tated that the reason they ran away
It Is cleanup and paint up week for filled cup of coffee. Indicating that re- held at the home Thursday afternoon
was because they had had trouble in
at least three business houses in one freshmentswill also be a part of the at 2 o'clock,Rev. J. C. DeVInney, pas’school.
row. The Sprietsma Hardware, J. J. evening’s program. The announce- tor of the Methodist church officiatClaims that many summer resorters Rutgers Clothing Co., and Meyers ment simply radiates welcome to the ing. Intermentwill be at the Pilgrim
hare been driven away from Black Music House are all busy painting new church or. Lincoln avenue.
Homo cemetery.
lake because of the pollution of its and deporatlng and John Rutgers will
Coach Hlnga absolutely forbids Barney Kieft contributeda short
waters have caused many prospective embellish his store front with a large
smoking in his squad. Holland High's story to this paper announcing that
antumn campers to skirt Its shores new electricsign.
mentor noticed two players smoking during (be past year Mr. and Mrs
and seek camping grounds elsewhere.
Royal Neighbors are requested to nnd then he lined up his men. looked Kieft sent food, clothingnnd shoes
At present the shores of the lake, meet Saturday morning at 8:15 in
amounting to $120 and $70 in cash to
which are about six miles long, are the Woodman hall to attend the con- for tinted fingers and after a lecture Mrs. Kieft'ssisters In Germany. Mrs
he gave them, about the harm Of ciglined with cottages and hotels. — Grand
vention at Hailey, Michigan.
arette smoking to an athletic man, Kieft Wednesday took exception to
Rapids Herald. The above statement
this statement, declaringthat Mr.
The
Busy
Men's
club
will
open
its ttn of the hoys confessedthat they
fc« far-fetched.
Nothing like this has
Kieft sent only $20. and that she and
had
been
"hlting
the
pipe.”
The
full
meeting
for
athletic
recreation
happened up to this time. However
reach stated that there would be no her children sent the rest.
the Item simply goes to show what beginningMonday night at the Hol- smoking In the squad or there
Miss Henrietta Althuls left for
land
High
school
gym.
The
first sesmight happen if conditions continue
Kalamazoo where she will take a
sion
will
be
at
5
o'clock
and
the
sec- would be no squad. The boys all
as they are, indefinitely. Steps no
promised to refrain from smoking courae In art at the Western Stat
doubt will be taken in the near future ond session at 7 o’clock. All mem- cigarettesin the future.
Normal.
bers are urged to be present.
to change all this.
Miss Eva K. Schuur. Ottawa countv
The R. N. A. of Bailey, Michigan The Friesian society will meet th's
The Spring I>ake Laundry car beckhave
extended
an
Invitationto the ft evening in Odd Fellows Hull. All nr« demonstrationagent, will be at the
ed Into the Holland bus about 2:H0 N. A. of Holland to attend their con- cordiallywelcome.
Maple Avenue Christian Reformed
Thursday afternoon, striking the bus vention on Saturday, Oct. 6. Bus
church parlors on Thursday afternoon
Miss Grace Andre is visiting rela- to give a sewing demonstration. All
/In the side and breaking the arm of leaves at 8:30 a. m.
tives at North Muskegon.
George Ray of 30 Apple St.. Muskeare welcome.

time.
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recently

the

Lester Steggerda one of the Hoi- !
Mr. and Mrs. Albert DeWeerd ani
land High foot ball stars who was in- son Millard and Mr- and Mrs. Petep
jured in Saturday’s game at Rockford Mlchaely motored to Battle Croekwas

still more

Sunday.

unfortunate.The Voy

,

who hobbled around on a game leg
Among those that attended the
after the game tried to make an e -d funeral of Mrs. D. Ver Loo at Zeeland
run away from a friendly skunk. It Tuesday were Mr. and Mrs. C. Ver
said the pole-cat tackled and Loo, Mr. and Mm. B. Huizenga, Mr.
Lester went down for the count, with aiisd Mrs. J. Schipper,Mr. and Mrs.
the skunk making a
Dick Ver Loo and Mrs. Dick Klein.
A little strike by the colored gen- Mrs. Angus De Krulf of Zeeland
tlemen on 14th street Saturday has gone on a month's visit to Los

goal.

,

I

where the road is being completed has
been fixed up by ContractorGlover,
several other colored road builders
having come to the city to finish up
the work. The finishing touches on
14th street are now going rapidly and
the new thoroughfare will soon be
completed. The beautifulweather
helping road building considerably.
The Holland Exchange Club has resumed its meetingsfor the year. The
club luncheons are held every Wednesday in the Masonic building. The
program for this year consists of 20
meetings divided for discussions that
will cover civic, industrial,school and
health programs. The officers are: —
Dr. A. Leenhouts, president, Mayor E

'

Angeles, Calif.

Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Diekema have
returned from a week's visit In tho
East, Mr. Diekema attendingthe
National Bankers Convention In Atlantic City.

The fine of Carl Buchanan was $20
and costs of $4.20, not costs of $20, as
stated previously.

Joseph Koolker of the George H.
Huizenga Co. was in' Muskegon on
bislness Wednesday.
John Arendshorstand A1 DeWeerd
motored to the Kalamazoo fair Wedi

tsday.

Boys seem to have the runaway

i

i.pirit these days.

Holland has had
week and
the Grand Haven Tribune has the
following:— Lawrence Britten aged 10
of Grand Rapids was picked up by
the police Tuesday morning. He hal
been away from his home since Friday nnd slept in a box in an alley. He
li being held, pending the arrival ot

F. Stephan, vice-president;A. C. Jold- four cases within the past

trsma, secretary and Otto Kramer,
treasurer — G. R. Herald.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Clements
nnd daughter have returned from a
two weeks' automobile trip in northern Wisconsin and Michigan. They
Uavelcd 1,600 miles.
Mrs. Hazel Wing Guild has returned to her home in Topeka. Kansas,
after a few weeks’ visit with her parents Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Wing.

his parents.

Mrs. Georgia Yore who has spent
the summer In Muskegon has returned to her home on West 8th St.

800

In This Town

It9s

VANS GAS
That Puts “Pep” In Your Motor.

On Tap

in Your Neighborhood.

gon.

Mr. Ray was a passenger In Ihe
bus and he was riding In the rlgh-*hand side with his arm on the sill.
He was taken to a Grand Haven
phyqjclan for treatment The laundry car was driven by a Mr. Williams
of Spring Lake.
County Surveyor Carl Sowen
in Holland Saturdayon road business
Mr. Bowen says that contractors are
now busy widening the last stretch
of concrete between this eUy and the
Cdunty scat.
Many of the weather prophets have
been predicting an early winter during our cold August, giving all kinds
pf proof from animal furs to goose
qn]Us. An early winter would be
practically Impossible for the reason
that October is already ushered in
Thus far this vicinity has had little or
frost, and with an earth that Is
thoroughlywarm and a Lake Michigan also with a high temperature,
it will take nature a few weeks at the
least to cool off and an early winter
practicallyseems out of the question.
Electric signs are becoming quite
numerous In Holland and since the
advent of boulevardlights nearly two
years aco, many electricsigns have
been added. The transformationof
tth street and River avenue to the
strangers appears complete. Two
years ago passengers from the P. M.
train had to hunt for the business center, but today there Is no mistaking
1L The large Model Drug sign has
already been mentioned,but the latent electric sign can be found diagonally across the 8tt*eet at the Haan
Drug store. We understand there

When Youth

Put this Genuine

o

B$YenU

more

SAVES

$l00Down
No

sale ever put on

sensation that
portunit)

is

Country Is Safe

Sellers

Kitchen Cabinet in your

home

has created the

this Dollar

doing rightnow

Down Opin

Holland

Consider the value-your choice of any style
Sellers Cabinet in* our stock-lhe unrivalled
leader among kitchen cabinets, delivered
to your home on payment of one dollar
down, then easy terms you will never feel.

SCHOOL CHILDREN

SAVE

to follow before

Service Interests
A. H. A.

Rev. Ralph Bloemendaal, a gradpate Of Hope college and the semln
afy, who was recently forced to resign a pastorateof the Reformed
Church at North Blendon on account
of throat trouble, was piesented with
a purse of money before leaving for
Florida. He was voted emeritus by
the Holland classis
Mrs. Ray Hoek. Mrs. Thomas Marailje and Mrs Albert Ritkeringwere
guests at a bridge party given by
Mrs. Elmer .1 Hoek and Miss Cornelia Boer at their home on Washing
ton street. Grand Haven There were
twenty-fourguests present including
Mrs. Edward Nyland of Detroit and
Mrs Clarice Philips,of london. Eng
The Grand Haven Tribune states "th?J

NEW

YORK. Oct. 3— Di-posita by
children of the country in thilr school

ELLER

Hi.vingH bank systems aggregat'd
ore than $9,500,000.00 during the
is.

s<

THE BEST SERVANT IN yOUR HOUSE."

18

THIS

or and gnyety of the party.'.
A few days ago several lads were

QUAUTT BRAND ALUMINUM

WEEK
ONLY

taken for stealingcider from the Holland Canning Co. Now jeveral complaints have been coming In for several farmers who have been missing
stuff Klaas Vandenberg has made a
complaint to chief Van Ry telling him
bow youngsters have be» n raiding his
cabbage patch The trespassers are
boys between 7 and 11 years old. Their
identity was discovered when one of
them was chased and caught. The
boys, It Is alleged, make a practice
of taking cabbages, hiding them In a
camp on the river bank and peddling
them when out of school. The chief

PIECE SET

ol
WARE

When Youth

Sitvcs the Country is Safe,
therefore the above news item is indeed
significant.
It
is

I

cat. He

fact that this dollar is

hard earned*

The Child who has saved will have a
start when reaching its majority, and
what is better, will have the lesson of
thrift well learned.

The Youth who has not saved will later
go forth in life empty handed without a
real start and without realizing the value

18 Valuable Pieces
s Free
r ree 5„e;e»Vra
Down

Opportunity S< le, we will
with each famous SELLERS Kitchen Cabinet sold during this sale on the easiest terms. Do not
fail to take advantage af this unparalleled opportunity before the time slips
by. One Dollar Down delivers your Sellers Cabinet!— Act Now

Sellers Kitchen Cabinet during this Dollar
give a beantiful 18 Piece

Aluminum Ware

Set

FREE

of

money.

Be one of the millions of Children
are saving to-day.
Start a Suvings Account

!

.FIRST

n

handled the package
•pnd as he replaced U In the machine
he was surprised to find a mama doll
had created all the michlef.
Dr. B. I). Dimnent returned from
New York Saturday where he attended to some Hope College matters sn-l
also took In the Bankers convention
held at Atlantic City.

indicates that the Youth of the Country
making a start in the right direction.

It denotes that young folks are being
taught the lesson of thrift; are realizing
the value of a dollar; appreciatingthe

repeated nnd ngaln Dekker

alighted hut found no semblance of

association that was held at Atlantic
City. Sept. 24-27.
Means for helping great groups of
the public to save was a leading feature of the sessions of the savings
bunkers while In session at Atlantic
City. ''School Savings Banking” v/as
the subject of an address by Thomas
F Wallace of the Fai mem and Mechanics Savings bank, Minneapolis.

TOffl?

This amazing sale will last for
this week only-just this ^eek and
just one dollar down to put a
genuine Sellersin your home and
make over the whole world < I
your kitchen work- take out the
the drudgery, make your work
many times easier. ONE DOLLAR-this week only.

la giving the lads a personal hearing
followingIt up with a thorough lecture.
Vyn Bros, of Grand Haven let a
contract for a $10,000 warehouse
since they have started In the long
distance truck hauling.
A short time ago the Ottawa Beach
Postmaster and his clerks thought a
baby had been boxed up and mailed
t<- the popular summer resort. It
proved to be a mechanical doll and
now William Dekker, a Holland mall
carrier, has a similar experience. Mr
Dekker took a package from a mall
box and placed it in his machine.
Presentlyhe heard a screeching noise
and he stopped his machine thinking
lie had run over a cat but no cat was
to be seen after he had stepped out
on the road. A little Inter when the
machine tipped sideways the noise

hool year 1922-23, according to data

compiled by the savings bank division
of the American Bankers'association.
Reports on the rapid growth of tho
school savings banking movement attracted Articular attention among
bankers at the annual meeting of tna
division during the conventionof tho

KITCHEN CABINET

lovclirst rosea Imnginiib’* were used
in abundance t<> give a touch of col-

was

$9,500,000

Giowth of Banking

'dirlitnjas time.

Jas.

finally

A. Brouwer

212-214 River Avenue.

a

Co.,

Holland, Mich.

-

NOW

who

!

STATE BANK

HoHimd, Michigan.
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Holland Git/ News
STATE WILL PUT
TWO RUNAWAY BOYS
BAYS LITERARY
UP CROSS STREET SIGNS HAVE "HIGH OLD TIME”
CLUB HAS A
IN HOLLAND
VITAL PURPOSE
Sunday morning Patrolman Bonto-

FIRE PREVENTION IN

WEEK

HOLLAND NEXT
Next week
It ia

Are prevention week.

ia

a time when

Page Five

all (Ire marshall

Dlekema introducedMrs. George E. Lee" which she saw In London, nltho
kollen whose subject Wfcs the Biennial ahe considered It Inferior to his *AbCouncil at Atlanta. Mrs. Kollen be raham Lincoln." On her return trip
gan her speech by eulogizing the wo- she visited the battlefieldand esmeman whose place she filled,the presi- tery iu Chattanooga,she heard Dr.
dent of the state federation. Mrs. Vance at the Presbyterian church In
Dorian Russell. She quoted a compli- Nashville and explored the Mammoth
mentary adjective for each letter of Cave in Kentucky.
her name and added letters D. D. as
After the program a short business
standing for democratic and dependa- meeting followedIn which Mrs. Josble. two splendid virtues in any club eph Rhea was elected ta till wiu office
woman. "The general federation." of vice-presidentand
—
--- ,J
Mrs. Arnold
said .'Includes American Mulder lhat of treasurer.
women outside of the United States,
in the Philippines, Canada. England,
IN
and France. Mrs. Kollen described GOEGLE,
the club rooms of the organization
In Paris, where she lunched this summer. This club has a membership of
IS
1000 women.
Harry Martin, alias Henry Goegio,
The Atlanta Woman's club enter- who wao indicted in Grand Rapids
tained the council and both the men upon a charge of using the mail* to
and women did everythingpossible defraud In promoting a "United Buyto give ihe delegates a pleasant an 1 ers' association,Inc." and who etca]}I rofitablo time. Hhe found the southed from a federal officer on Doc. 21 at
ern women, more active
and efficient
.
, .Detroit only to bo recapturedlast
than she had expected and was in- Wednesday in New York, temporarily
tfcrested to find differentattitudes t0-L.rcapodfor a 2nd time accordingto
ward he North— the older women re- lllformilUon r(mchlng lhe (lbUrlct ,u,
numbering the bltterneaa of defeat I lorncy„ offlce in Urand KapldB.

The meeting of the Merchants As- koe noticed two little fellows with
The literary club house was attracdaggers at their sides leisurelywalksociation held at the city hall was
ing on Eighth street, followed by tively decorated Tuesday noon for the
cniefi of city Are department, preach short and sweet Tuesday night, there some hunting dogs. The lads were
covered all over with cotton batton. opening luncheon of the club. In the
a sermon on fire prevention and this being not much business to discuss.
They were a peculiar looking sight,
dining room the light shades and canyear eVen President Coolidgeis takChairman Harrington opened the andPeter gathered them in after he
had
quizzed
the
lads,
who
he
found
in£ a hand, telling of the need for
dles were in yellow and further color
caution in this matter that is causing meeting and apparently there were were only 11 years old each.
was added by large bouquets of
so
many
oth-.r
doings
that
the
attendThe
patrolman
called
up
Chief
Van
the destruction of millions of dollars
HELD
worth of propertynot alone, but the ance was small and even those who Ky who questioned them thoroughly, beautiful flowers placed on each table.
Nearly
two
hundred
members
partook
and
It
was
found
that
the
young
boys
death toll too is appalling, figured an- were present had other gatherings
FRAUD, ESCAPES
that also demanded their attention, were Charles Gorskl and George of a deliciousmeal well served by the
nually over the entire country.
young
ladles
of
the
college.
Before
consequently
adjournment
caipe
Haight of Grand Rapids, who stated
Holland Is rather fortunatein the
lhat they Intended to run away from eating Mrs. J. C. Post asked dlvino
first place because Its people believe early.
Austin Harrington stated that the home, but before going, young Gorskl blessingon the meal and on the work
in cleanliness and despise oackyard
signs directing tourists north and had stolen $50 from his sister's sav- of the club during the year.
dumps and rubbish heaps.
The president. Mrs. Diekema, In
Holland too has an efficient fire do- south and east and west on M-61 and ings bank. With the money they salpartment with adequate fire imple- M-ll would be taken care of by the lied' forth Saturday and in Grand her opening remarks summarized the
Rapids and Holland, bought daggers, club's past activitiesand gave her
ments and for that reason the fire state.
At those street intersectionsin the a watch, flashlights, hunting dogs and Ideals for this year's work. She said
loss in this city ia way below the av.
that the club is an organization with
city where the trunk lines turn, pro- a large consignment of candy.
erage.
Chief Blom however wishes to say per sign posts will be tacked up with
They used the taxis liberally where- a real and vital purpose which Is only
that there is always room for im- large arrows pointing the way either tver they went; however when Patrol-' incidentallysocial but which is to give
provement, and too much caution to Saugatuck and South Haven. Grand man Bontekoe put a stop to their lit- to the members the kind of self-imcannot be taken. He slates that next Haven and Muskegon. Zeeland and tle escapade, It was found that they provement which may be turned into but the younger ones glad the war
The second attempt to flee, howevweek is a good week to clean up the Grand Rapids. In that way when a had spent $48.50 of the amount taken useful and beneficialservice for oth- •iiided ns it did. Hhe was interestedin er was not so successful as the first
the
girls' mission school at Taluala
ers.
This
is
to
be
attained
by
imturn
must
be
made
In
the
city
limits
back yards, surplua combustiblemabut as bold. Martin, It was reported,
and only had $1-50 left between them. ^
Falls which Is supported by the slipped out ol a postal Inspector'softhe destination is plainly visible on
tt rial in alleys, clean chimneys, inThe boys stated that from Holland
n,ln.d books and lec- Georgia
state
federalon.
The
personthe
state
sign
board.
spect detective chimneys and tidy up
fice at New York and fled down a
«hey had gone to Saugatuck and
C‘ti,f"9
The merchants have also made It crawled Into a bale of/ cotton, where and directing public opinion toward sillies of the participants is perhaps 8tnlrB to the 8lroett but wag nabbed
generally.
ncclul
progress.
Then
by
following
the
the
most
interesting
thing
about
a
plain
that
they
are
for
the
Michigan
Now is the time to do this thing,
before he could complete his dash to
they had slept until Sunday morning,
while the weather is fine, and Just Tourists Association and intend to when some colored men with an auto- great program of the Michigan Fed- rtat conventionand Mrs. Kollen ad- freedom.
take
memberships,
the
same
as
the
eration
of
Woman’s
Clubs
whoso
mired
the
democratic
efficiency
ol
bt fore the fires are again started, as
and Jess Martin, reported
mobile picked them up, and drove
Mrs. Diekema believed Mrs. Winter, the general president to Martin
a protetlon against the chilly blasts Holland Chamber of Commerce has them back to Holland' where the/
be his wife, were hold on bond of
second
only
to
the
church
as
It
supthe
remarkable
oratory
of
Mrs.
Pendone,
as
soon
as
these
are
asked
for.
of
«
$.0,000 and $5000 respectively,which
were arrested by the local police.
ports all the movements which are nypacker and the southern charm of was not furnished and they are now
It was also decided to send a deleIf Chief Blom had his way there
•Sunday afternoon the parents come
wouldn’tbe a wooden shingle in the gation to Grand Rapids to attend a (o Holland to take their boys back bringingthe precepts of Christ into Mrs. Fenton, the ox-senator.At the awaiting a hearing on Thursday when
our dally life. These Include better press banquet too the clever speeches it is expected Martin will bo formally
w hole city for it is the wooden shingle large meeting of the Michigan Tourprotection for the home, better educa- of Mlsa Margaret Dawaort. Mrs. I. C. Identifiedas a fugitive from Justice
that is responsible for the hundred ists association,when representatives
tion. improved public health, whole- Clark. Miss Elizabeth Toombs and
from all cities in Western Michigan
or more roof fires annually.
bated at Grand Rapids. He was In*
PUBLIC
AUCTIONS
seme recreation,and trained citizen- j Miss Brown who represented the var- dieted by a grand Jury last fall after
Dropping coals from chimneys can- will be present.
ship. In conclusion, Mrs. Diekema lous woman magazines were an In- an Investigation into an association
net possibly set an asphalt shingle This association,as is well known.
Wednesday. Oct. 10. at 10 a. m. or. asked for worker* who by willing ser- spiration and pleasure. Among th« ho had orgat.lxodwith the ostensible
i tire, but the wooden shingle Ignites,
aB l.he
and not only damages the property rr.er playground for the rest of the •he farm of Mrs. A. Sojerdsma, situat- vice will help make the year a suc- topics discussed were he World court, purpose of the wholesale soiling of
which the delegates favored, the en- groceries.
covered by the wooden shingle, but United States and the Influx of the ed ^ mile north of Olive Center on cess closing with the quotation:
the Waverly road.
forcement of the 18th amondement.
"We are all blind until we see
Jeopardizes property in the immediate tourist public has been so marked
It Is expected he will be arraigned
- 0
since the association got busy adverthe narcotic situation.Illiteracy, and In district court whore about 76 cases
That in tho human plan
neighborhood ns well.
tising
thru
the
national
press
the
adThursday.
Oct.
11.
at
1
o'clock
p.
education,
public
health
and
AmeriNothing is worth tho making if
Anyway. Chief Blom asks all Holmostly involvingviolations of the
canization.
It doc* not make the man.
land to clean up and brush up next vantages of Michigan for a summer m. on the farm of H. Hamburg. 2 Vi
prohibition laws will bo called this
vacation,
that
all
the
cities
along
the
miles
south
mile
east
of
GraafWhy build theso cltie* glorious
week, and have a fall house cleaning.
Before leaving Atlanta, Mrs. Kollen week at Grand Rapids. .The federal
If man unbuildedgoes?
H'* does not mean that fire preven- Big Lake have benefited materially schap.
visited the new Confederatememor- giand Jury met a,nd about 16 , CftMf
because
of
this
campaign.
— O—
In vain we build the world unless la! in which Gen. Lee and his soldier* v* re presented during the day tuqstion week is the only time to eleen,
The bureau had hard work to exist
Saturday, Oct. 13. at I p. in. on the
Tho builder also grows."
for cleanliness should prevail all the
nre to ho carved In huge figures upon day. About 50 more are penrtln" and
ai
first
because
cities
and
towns
were
farm of Gabrand Boa. 1 mile south
Mrs. D. B. K. Van Raalte sang "Ah, Stony Mountain. Mrs. Kollen enjoyed i‘ Is expected a partial report will be
time. However next week Is set aside
slow
in
helping,
but
that
the
Tourand *4 mile west of Noordeloosstore. Love but a Day," by Mrs Beach. Mrs. Drinkwaters new play "Robert E. n nounced on Thursday night.
as an object lesson all over the nain the state and nation, and
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tion. It is for the purpdse of impresupon the minds of everyonethe
importanceof preventing fires by using methods that do really prevent,
i i.d the greatest of these methods is
cleanup.
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ist Association merits aid, is self-evi-

dent, and now Western Michigan is
falling In line with funds as well as

(

work.
At the meeting Tuesday, night, the
chairman was instructed to appoint a
committee of four to attend a two-

i^ld*

t0 al80

and promiscuousway of throwing advance Holland’s interests.
The committee appointed were H
about cigarette stubs and half burned
mutches. This carelessness has *een R. Brink. Bert Slagh. John Vanderthe cause of a great deal of loss in aluis and B. A. Mulder. Afterward
Chairman Harrington and Secretary
life and property.
The writer can bring out an example that occurred Just yesterday
While standing in a local garage local
eti in a densely built districtof the
city, he noticed a chap of school age
rush into the building, ask a few
qurations, light a cigarette,throwing
the match on an o.l-covertd Vooden

foor. The boy possibly doesn't renumber doing this, had no mean Intensions, the garage man isn't aware
but the act was simply a casual
did not prove serloug
but might have been otherwise.
This garage is plastered full of "No
smoking ' signs, but the youth never
read them, it was simply an acf of
thoughtlessness that could have broi
disaster in a factory district in Holland.
The widespread interest in Fire
Preventionthis year is an evidence
ol the fact that the public has been
shocked by the appalling lire record
oi 1922 intc a nalization of the criti-

of

it,

one that

c

al need for constructivemeasures

lor promoting public safety from lire
hazard. The sacrificefrom lire last

yiar representedforty human lives
each day. $10U0 worth of property for
•wiry minute, one dwelling for every
Jour minutes one farm building foi
every seven minutes, fifteen hotels fot
every day. five school houses for every day, five churches for every day,
four general storage warehouses for
every day. one hospital for every day.
a total of $52 1.000000 worth of property in 1922.
This is equivalent to the intereston
a capital sum of $10,000,000,000.0
which represents America's huge investment in senseless and unnecessary
destruction.

Fred Beeuwkes were also requested to
attend this meeting which will b'
largely attended by delegatesfrom
e\ery city from every part of thslatej
It was also decided to bring more
pep into the next meeting, the firs:
Tuesday In November.
A4 that time a good speaker will bsecured, a musical program will be
arranged for and there are going to hr
eats, so it s up to the members to se

that evening aside and attend

thir

meeting.

There was also some discussion
regarding a newr hotel In Holland, and
many hotel sites were discussed, al
tho It resulted In nothing more than
discussion at this time.

Announcing

Many other minor questionswertrought up. after which the meetinj
adjourned until November 6.
Barney Lombardi was arrested foi
carrying concealedweapons and war
bound over to circuit court for trlfl
by Justice Den Herder.
Officers found a revolver
th
person of Lombardi and when arrested he claimed he carried the weapon
foi self-protection,since he had had
trouble with his wife, and it is said a
divorce suit is pending.
Officers feel very skeptical abou
this statement, as Mrs. Lombardi hai''een ln Chicago for several weeks am'
the couple have not been living to
gether for some time.

New

AH Models

Prices

Effective October 2nd

on

Holland'sfirst scarlet fever death
in a long time occurred Tuesday even
ing when little Marion Florence Lo
huls. the four-year-old daughter ol
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lohuls fell a victim to that disease.
The funeral was held Wednesday
The football season will open in
Holland Saturday with a double- afternoon at 3 o'clock at the home,
leader. Holland high school will 351 River avenue and was private,as
play Plainwell high school and Hope the law requires In scarlet lever cas.-s.
college will play the Junior College Rev. B. H Elnink, pastor of the Cen
team of Grand Rapids. The two tral avenue ChristianReformed
game* will be played at Waterworks church, officiated.
Park and will begin at 2:16 when the
high school will meet Plainwell.
On Sunday Last Rev. J. F. Heron
An unusually large crowd Is ex- stra. pastor of the Fourth Reformed
pe< ted and to prevent congestion at church of Holland, celebrated the
the ticket window on the grounds ar- 25th anniversaryas a pastor in tl
ii ngements have been made to put informed church.
tickets on sale downtown. Beginning
The local pastor has been a dili
Thursday morning tickets for the dou- gent worker In that time and mad
ble header may be obtained at the tunny friends in the differentlocalities
following places: Superior Cigar \vh» re he has been located.
Store, H. YanTongeren's,Ollie’s, and
Expressing their appreciation of th'
Lage Drug store.
untiring efforts ot their pastor, th"
eongngation recently presented Mr.
Heemstra with a purse containing
The Holland Country Club is plan- $25U.
ning a Full Festival to be held at the
club house on Wednesday, October
B. Kieft received a letter from his
IGih, at 6 o'clock. It will be the ocuislon for presentingthe cups and vife's sister from Hygendorf, Germtiophies which have been won during any with stamps amounting to 200,000
the mason and will also be a "Fellow- marks. During the past year Mr. and
Mrs. Kieft sent food, clothing and
ship Feed" for all members.
Speechesreviewing the accomplish- shoes amounting to $120 and $70 in
ments of the first year will be made cash to them. In the letter the sister
by the officers, and since the progres* states that she went up town with a
made has really been quite remarka- market basket full of marks but did
ble. the meeting will probably be in not have enough to get 1 pound in the
butcher shop, so she took her rags,
tht nature of a Jubilee.
A'-novel feature will be the pot-luck (an she called money) back home
puck-lunch part of It. The wives of without purchasinganything. Last
the members will pack a lunch for winter they didn't have fire in the
two, and draw lots for partners. house until New Years’s when they
There will be dancing after the pro- received the money Mr. and Mrs.
Kieft sent to buy coal.
gram.

Standard,

-

. -

Roadster, Standard,

-

• -

Chassis,

1

Earl Johnson will be called on to
defend his title of city championship Thursday night when he plays
Al McCarthy 'a 100 point game at
Pest's Billiard academy. McCarthy
Icing one of the best In the city is
sure to make the champion play his
best If he Is to keep his title.
Tho game starts at 7:30 P. M. All
are welcome.

Manager C. M Me Lean of the Hclland-St. Louis, Qugar Co. states that
the beet crop Ip wonderful,at least
50 per cent larger than last year.
He also states that the three factories. In their respective localities
have contracted Jointly foi- 17,000
acres of beets and with the enormous crop the campaign will be an unusually long one.
The campaign in Holland will begin
In a little over ten days while the
campaign at Decatur, Ind., will stait

Peter Timmer, former Holland Ice next week.
his
At St. Louis, Michigan,slicing will
business a short time ago. died Tues- begin In a littleover two weeks.
day night at the age of 50 years. He
Shortly Waverly yards will be fillIs survivedby his aged moher, Mrs. ed With sugar beet cars and a large
A: fichulpema, two brothers and two bulk of/ freight over the Pere Marsisters: Albert Timmer. Albert Schulp quette and Holland Interurban will be
cma, Mrs. Saggers, and Mrs. J. Van- the big root from which sugar is

ci

Roadster, Starter and Demo.

Touring,

Rims,

350

Standard, -

Touring, Starter and Demo. Rims,

Coupes,
Sedans,

Four

- -

_

-Door, -

Ton Truck Chassis, Tractor,

All Prices F. O. D. Detroit.

No price change of Lincoln Cars contemplated.

See The Authorized Ford Dealer

cam manufacturer who sold

der West.
The funeral will . be held Friday
nfternoon at two o’clock at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Vander West,
95 East 21st street. Dr.
Haan
officiating.Interment will be at the
Graqfschap cemetery.
FOR SALE — Team -of well matched
bay horses, 1250 lbs. each; 200'ehlckrnd and pullet*. D. K. Hill, Lake
Shore, South of Douglass.

De

made.
Pacing ofNM-ll south of Muskegon

Grand Haven' road, began Monday according to announcement of G. R Scharl, the contractor
The road bed has been prepared
end pouring of concrete started at
once. Unless unusuallyviolent weather Is experienced the work will te
Heights, the

completedthis fall.

HOLLEMAN-DE WEERD AUTO
25-27 West 7th

Street,

CO.

Holland, Michigan.
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Outofthe

Thursday night Winants Chapel
was crowded to the
members cf the

.leers with the

student

body,

Darkness

with

By

boaiUiful young co-eds occupyingthe
nfets of prominence at what is called
the *4I'ep" nHieting of the year.
College yelJa, npeeehes and spontans
oua- outburst, were the order of the

CHARLES
1

J.

ences.

DUTTON

Q

evening and two speakers at least,
namely VanderMeulen and Yonkman,
gave some interesting talks as these
relate to the sport events the coming season.
In their thoughtsthey brought out
that sportsmanshipshould be shown
on the sidelinesas well as in the
game, and this fact was forgotten altogether too often.

lUiutrktioa.

Irwin

Wf

M*r*ra

Coprrtfbt im by Dodd.

HmA k

Co.. 1m.

A very important decision was
made by the student body, namely
that the Pi Kappa Delta would be
placed In charge of all oratorical Bartley agreed. As he did not conevents at Hope College.
tinue, I asked him what were ths
Home interestingrules were passed other things that he wanted lo know.
quite unanimously,altho objected to
"Has It occurred to you that it is
in some quarters where the rules apa strange thing that a man1 like Slyke

ply possiblythe most:
Anyway these unusual rules govern
the student body for the coining year:
Be It Here Enacted, a pluralityof
this student body concurringherein
that these rules be accepted as a guide
for the conduct of the Freshmen.
Resolved mat <he following rule's
shall go into effect on Friday noon,
Sept. 28, and continue until Wednesr.e«day, Nov. 2 8Vt * o’clock 1*. M. A
reasonable amount of time being
granted the Freshmen for the purchase of Pots.
1. No Freshman fellow shall appear on the streets of Holland or on
the College Campus without wearing
on his head a green Frosh Pot.
2. No Freshman girl shall appear
on the streets of Holland or on the

should spend most of his time up
here? For the past two years he has
lived here almost entirely. His office In New York Is closed, and h«
is rumored to hnye lost money. Why
did he stay here all the year round?"
Bartley suddenly changed the sub
Ject. “Miss Potter cleared up one
thing for us today. I knew that, If
the murderer was shrewd enough to
go to the trouble of placing Slyke In
bed, he knew enough to know how
the eyes should look. Their belnp
closed puzzled me. I wondered how
he had made such a mistake. But
when Miss Potter told us It was she
who had dosed them, I knew that
had not been mistaken. Whoevet
killed Slyke knew what he was doing
There was only one chance In a thousand that he would not get It across.’
"It was well planned," I suggested.
“It was not planned at all. It was
a sudden Impulse, n quarrel. I don’t
believe that, when the murderer
went Into that tower room to see
Slyke, he had the least Idea of kill-

1

/college campus without wearing
around her neck a green ribbon one
inch wide or wider, with a bow in
front so tied that the whole ribbon is

I

visible.

1. No Freshman fellow

shall be.

tween the dates above mentioned,
have a date with an upper class girl
4. No Ffceshmangirl shall between
the dates above referred to, have a
date with an uptyer class
6. All Upper classmen shall be

man.

I

'

i

given preference In entering all buildings except dormitories. Upper classmen here being interpreted as Juniors ing 1dm.”

and

Seniors.

*

If she knew who R. w*» that had
j lem," "The Appeal of Islam" "Motaken It from ths library the one
hammed or Christ," "The Effect of
time It had gone out
the War," and "Christianizing the
Moslem."
jfc
Looking through her cards, she told
Dr. Samuel M. Zwetner, under ibe
The editor of that paper printhim that the book had been a gift,
and that the only person that had date of Septemhier 6 has written this ed in London tells in glowing terms
of Mr. Zwemer and his great work,
ever taken it out was James Brlfpaper from Cairo, Egypt, statins’ that and also of hls repeated visits to Engfeur. Bartley raised his eyebrows In
land where made a profound Imsurprise but did not ask her anything he has reached the "Land of the Nile" pression.
after two months' journey spent jn
more.
The editor of the paper has the folGreat Britain and 4he Netherfands, atAs soon as we were again on the tending various missionary confer- lowing to say as an introduction to
the interview by Mr. Zwemer: "I do
street, he told us that so far as he
'
not like* to count the number of years
He states that altho Egypt Is at that have elapsed since I met Dr.
knew the only account of the Edlingpeace,
the
withdrawal
of
so
many
Imham burglary, other than the one In
Zwemer ut Zurich. He spoke at 4hat
portant British officials from the adthe rare pamphlet that he owned, had ministration In an attempt to confer great conventionof the reeds of the
Moslem World with an eloquence and
been published in ihe volumes he had independencein several departments,
a power which made a great imprav
been glancingat. Currie, of course, In his way of thinking, is not very slon upon my own mind and upon the
did not understandwhat he was talk- satisfactory.He states there are many .minds of the thousands who heard
signs of inefficiencyand a return ;o him. We shall not forget the spiritual
ing about ; and Bartley gave him the
the old Turkish methods.
passion which glowed in hls words us
details of the English crime, and
The Sunday School Chronicleand he contrasted Western materialism
ended by saying that, from the very Christian Outlook,published in Lon- with its tendency to hide the light of
first it had been his opinion that who- don. England, publishes a three col- truth under the bushel and the bed,
ever had faked the burglary at Slyke’s umn interviewon Dr. Zwuner. in with the clamant needs of the nonwhich the editor of the Moslefo
had read the account of the English World, namely Mr. Zwenvr. gives a Christianworld. Hearing that he
crime. Then, with a little rueful review under five separateheads, was in this country, on a brief holiday, I contrived to get the pleasure
smile, he added that the one person namely "What Is the Moslem Proh- j of a gossip with him the other day'
who had taken the boon from the
library was Slyke’s chauffeur.
He might have said more had we
not readied Currie's club Just then.
We sat and talked until about eleven
o'clock ; then we started to walk
home.
As we were leaving the club, we
met a young man whom Currie introduced to us as Captain Lows, commander of the local brand, of the
state police. As lie was goinj in our

REACHES CAIRO
AFTER TOURINC EUROPE

UNIQUE RULES
PASSED BY STUDENTS
OF HOPE COLLEGE

}

"But think of the pains he took.
I. ftcsolrcd that a hat day be established as becoming traditional It must have been planned.”
with the Institutionupon which day
"No," he replied, "the planning wax
the Freshfnan rules shall go out of done afterward."
force, And the Freshman class shall
"After he was killed?”
burn upon the college Lon fire the
"Yes. I/ook at the fact.'.Pelt,
Pots and ribbons they hay'd worn.
Exceptions—
Freshman rule^ Slyke was killed on the balcony of a
hall be In force on Sunday. No tower, fifty feet above the ground.
F^MhnAn Rules shall be enforced on A man who planned a murder would
Society night, or on the occasion of
aaqr college functions.No Fnshman not pick out BUch n place. It was the
risks shall be In force on Freshmen last place In the house he would have
who go about town on athletictrips chosen. Just suppose that some one
had heard the shot and Investigated.
1

•

1

»

ANNUAL TUG OF WAR RESULTS The murderer would have

been
trapped with the dead body of his vic1927
tim. To escape lie had to go down
For the past six years no cliss two flights of stairs and through the
pulling from the South o.de ol Llack big room. Let us gar that Slyke Inriver has been able to pull the rival vited the hum to go upon the balclass through the muddy waters, but
cony— for whs t, we cannot say— and
Friday the trick was ut-atlyturned;
the Freshman class overcoming the, then they quarreledand the person
Six year old Jinx, pulled the crcst- killed him on the Impulue of the rao(alien Sophomores thru the pond.
ment. The uext thing to do wai t«
BtarUng. promptlyat 4.30 the teams
get rid nf the body. Finding the coast
pulled steadily until 5 o’clock while
lying on the ground, but at the in- clesr. he took It Into the next room
stant. that the referee’s whistle was and undressed It. and carried It down
blown, signifyingthat the teams wcvj to the bedroom and placed It Ui bed.
to stand up and pull for victory, the He knew how a body should look
Freshmed pulled oa one man. Within
after suicide and that a gun could
live minutes they were receiving the
dripping Sophomores on the South be placed In Its hand.”
"He seemed to be pretty ^hre ne
Side of the river.
Not a little share of the "Freeh" one would disturb him at It," I venVictory goes to the exctllentcouching
tured.
the new class received firm Chief utBartley nodded. '‘Yes, there Is no
tipoby, RIemersma and Irving of the
doubt of that. That brings up another
Junior Class.
The Freshmen outweighed the astonishing fact. Down In the big
Eophmores by some pounds and each room was a young dog that did not
team struggleddesperatelyto gain
the advantage, but the superior stam- like strangers. The murderer, In
ina of tnte Freshmen cisproved 'he order to get out of the house, had
fact ^hut It is impossibleto pull a to go through that room, yet the dog
rival claas up the sleep south bank. did not hark.”
The north bunk, at the place where
"Then It was someone In the
the pull ia held, has no slope at ail,
so the team that receives the norm house!” 1 Interrupted.
bank is conceded to have that »u- "The coolness with which the murvantage.
derer took plenty of time In undressThe Sophomore team consisted of
Capt. J. Poppen and 19 men. while ing the body and the fact that he did
the Frosh were led by Capt. H. Van- not seem to he afraid of being found
den Bosch and his 19 men. Athletic out makes it s eni probable. Why
Director Schouten actel as referee.
didn’t the dog hark; Because he knew
After the pul! the Freshmen louit whoever it was. That miiken it seem
the* long rope Instrumental in pulling
them to victory,over River and 3''i ns if it were someone in the house,

'1
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TROOP NO.
ITS

8

'

today."

RECEIVES

CHARTER OCTOBER

1

Boy Scout Troop No. 8 is to receive
Its annual charter on October 1. It
was a year old on that date and
has Indeed accomplisheda great deal
in that time. Troop No. 8 has already begun Its winter activities. A
football team has been organized of
which Thomas Parker Is both manager and captain. When the team Is
in good working order it will be
ready to challenge any team of its
size. Troop 8 went In for an overnight hike to Scout Point starting on
Friday at 4 P. M. and returningon
Saturday evening.
Tests were given by Scoutmast)r
Doto and Assistant Lester McCarthy.
A hike is always welcomed by the
scouts of Troop 8.
Mrs. L M. Adams of Holland spent
a few days at the Nagelklrkhome on

Sweet street In Grand Rapids.—
Creston News.

smuggling of whisky, not only into
Saratoga but even as far as Albany
and Troy. Though they knew that a
good deal of whisky was getting

who
was running it. At the barracks he

through, they could not discover

bade us goodnight.
As we passed (he driveway that

led

into the Slyke grounds. Currie told us
that it run through nearly a mile of
dense woods before it reached the

Do You Know a Man With Good Ideas About

house. We were about a thousand
feet beyond the entrance when Bart-

Building

Who Never Uses Them At

All ?

ley suddenlystopped.
"What's that?" he asked In a low
^ on aren't such n person, are

voice.

I listened a moment, but the only
thing 1 could bear was the horn of a
distant automobile.

Bartley continued,"1 thought

you?

Might sh well have an oil-well or gold mine in yonr bark yard, andjesve it
untouched forever, • not telling n soul about it • ne to go on until your dying
day without the plennureHand tremendouH benefits you can have from the
expresnionof your own idenn!

I

heard n cur in the woods, there on the
left.”

Currie, who was a few feet In front

of us. laughed. "John," he sold,
"you're hearing things. No car can
be In those woods. Those are the
trees you see from my house, and

And surely you have thought at times how much more yen will be worth in
dollars and cents junt an noon nn you do put your bent thought into n home.
Who in there who ban built well ?nd individually without having a property
worth more to sell than it eost?

-

they stretch for some miles without
a break Slyke owns this part of
them. Ysu could not have heard a

Can you imagine going right on without oxprenningyoureejf in thin great big
wholenome way until you are too old to care about it anymore?

car.”

Bartley placed hls hand

on

hls

Impulse,

Crooked I^ik(/ .While in the county
Mile- traded the car in to Brow
Bros for a new one.
Brown sold the old <ar to Ell 7a
Mending. Hending later traded It far
a new ope,
IjiHl Friday Jim Markle sold the
original Miller car to K A. Fuller.
Fuller lives in Sioux City, la. Th
Iowa Ford went back nome to roost
Last Friday.* Fuller drove from A':<
gan to Hloux City in two days..

having difficulty In getting through.
As we stood listening to the strange
sound coming through the woods,
Bartley said; "You say, Currie, that
there Is no road there, yet by the
sound of It I should say that was a
rruck. What do you say to going and
rinding out what It means?"
Currie gave an exclamationof dls.'iist “But it s none of our business,
lohn."
"Just ut ihe present moment, everyhing that takes place on Slyke'a es-

REITt

Woman's

the'r

heap

of

them

that are quite

Don't hesitate because some of your ideas may be indefinite. It is our
special business to bring out tbe ideas of patrons and make a plan that neither
you nor we could make if we didn’t get together.
This service costs you nothing. And it doesn’t obligate you in the least.
Why not let us tell you all about our methods right oway. You can't lose a
thing by nn interview and you may gain a whole lot. Our telephone number

5121.

is

BOLHUIS LUMBER & MFC. CO
fih-v

Builders

of “Expressive”

1

Tracks,

Holland,

Houses.

Michigan. Telephone5121.

REGISTRATION NOTICE!

premeditated." He

NOTICES HEKELY
will

meet

at the

GIVEN, tUt the Ecaid

the City of Holland

cf Registration cf

placcs^hmiraftcr designated on

CHAPTER

20,

1923

of.S o’clock a. m. and 8 o’clock p. m. for the

purpose of completing

Saturday, Oct.

don’t know."

MEETINGS

The Girls Club will resume

a

to gn w old without building a home, a home that
one can proudly nay in “Mine, Mine, Mine, Mine, because my own thoughts
are in it. Maybe it is a geet deal like nome others, but still in many little
ways, it is different - in the little ways th it count - it is MY individuality."

General Office: 7lh Street at P. M.

But whiit?" I asked eagerly.
He opened the door with a little
smile on his lips-; and It was not until
we were half way down stairs Umt
he completed his sentence, "But— I

•

HUME

on regrets and there are

‘

•

GIRLS CLUB WILL

not

built

One certainly doesn't have

This time we all heard the faint
sound of a motor running slowly and
with difficulty.There was no doubt
•f It; It came from the weoda before
as. It sounded as If a car were running a few feet, then stopping, as It
would do on a very bad road when

thought a moment, then added, "1 did
think I knew the kind of a person
that might have committed a crime
like this. But—"

-i

Sadness in mostly
unnecessary.

friend's shoulder. "That's what I
thought. Bob. But 1 did hear a mo
tor; sf that 1 am sure."
He paused, then added suddenly,
"Listen ! There It Is once more."

street and the air was filled with col- or at least as if it were someone that
lege yells and the students radiatel knew hoth the house and the dog well.
Ihcold time college spirit
"Of course, Pelt, until we disco\er
the mjitive we eui.not get very tur.
“KIOI X. SIOl \. I STILL LO\ F
At present there seciii'-to he mme.
YOU," SINGS TllK FLIW Ml There is nothing missing and no apAllegan News’Some t..in- ago E. ! 1 parent reason for Slyke’s murder. It
Miller, bought a Kurd in Sioux City,
''ceins nn absurd sort of a crime.
la. He drove it to Alhnan where b.
That's why I think it was done on
has been visitingChaihs Engel

the

is for Britain

.

•

meetings at

lem

<

direction,we fell Into step together;
and he told us of hls work and how
the state troopers had reduced crime
so much that farmers’ wives now had
a sense of security,even in the most
remote country districts. The greatest trouble they had at present, he
told us with a laugh, was with the

.

No

with the aim of lettinghim state In
hls own strong and vivid way what
the significanceof the. Moslem prob-

VI

1

Literary

Tha Vault In th« Woods.
club on Tuesday evenings. All wh >
We found Carrie waiting for us In
Were in the habit of coming last year
re urged to come back this year ryi one of hla large ears, with his chaufA cordial Invitation is also extended feur. There were few car* on the
To al! dthers who are ’n (rested "ho
road, and In a very short time we ardrat meeting wan held on Tuesday
evening, October 2n ' at the c.u'. rived in Saratoga.
We left the car before one of the
house. A good time is promised and
an luterevtlncyear's wo/k. The meet- hotels and followedBartley to the
ing will begin at 7:4 5.
public library. Bartley spent several

Between the hours
lists of

I

“John,"

He

the qualified^votersof the seveial wards of said city.

Said, “You're Hearing
Thing*."

late Is our business.I want to know
what a car Is doing In those woods at
this time of night." *

"Oh, Fm game If the rest of you
moments glancingthrough the * card are," Currie responded.
BEER PURVEYOR HAD NOT
HEARD, OF PROHIBITION cataloguebefore he crossed to the
loan desk, and asked The pretty young
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
"Where you going with that barrel librarian for "Grlffeth s Mysteries of
©f beer?” the police atked Andrew
AT WESTERN
Grom as he drove thiough Irving Crimes.” She returned in a moment STUDENTS
SEMINARY ELECT OFFICERS
Park. Chicago, with a large keg on with two volumes, bound In red cloth.
his wagon.
saloon,” replied Bartley opened one to thejriace where
The students’ electionsat the Wes!

"To

WARD— Second story of Engine House No. 1C6 E. 8th Street
SECOND WARD— Second story of Engine House No. 1, West 8th St.
THIRD WARD— City Clerk’s Office, City Hall, Cor. River Ave. and 11th Sir,
FOURTH WARD— Polling Place, 301 First Avenue
FIFTH WARD— Polling Place, Cor. Central Avenue and State Street
SIXTH WARD— Basement Floor, Van Raajte Avenue School House,
FIRST

2,

on

Van Raalte Avenue between 19th and 20th

Sts.

Andrew. "I

Just changed this beer the date when a book is taken out is tern seminary brought the following
at the brewery; the other I had was
stamped. There was only one date results: Cornelius Lepeltak, president
not good enough.”
of the senior class and the student
"D'm’t yon know about prohibi- on the white slip, and Bartley copied body: Bert Pennjngs. pi cal dent of tho
it
Jn
bis
notebook.
Then,'
turning
to
tion?” gasped the astonishedpolicemiddle class; George Mxnnenga, prea-

man.

the librarian^ be asked her how they
“Nope'’, said Andrew. “Giddap.” bttd happened to buy the book, and
Then th<y broke the news to him.
/

ident of 4he Junior class; and Dave
Borard chairman of the house committee.

By order

of the

Foard

of Registration,

RICHARD OVERWEG,
Dated Holland, Mich., Sept.

24,

1923.

City Clerk.

mmmmm
WAS PRESENT
BUTCH PLANT FOOD
HOWARD DYKEMA IS
WHEN “IRONSIDES’
LABORATORIES CO.
PROMOTED BY THE
WENT DOWN
INCORPORATES
STANDARD OIL CO.
For the paat half year Holland hau Commenting on a little story that
Howard Dykema, for the past two
1

f!fneven

ea that a definite t conspiracy^ was FOR SALE — Phonograph in flratclaasFOR RENT— Farm for rent oa
formed by certain mlnlstera, students condition.Inquire between 6 o’clock share®. The farm contains' 1 team of
and theologicalprofessors to "get" Dr. and 7 o'clock at 18 Woel 17ih St.
horses, 2 cows, some chickens, has
'
good out buildings and is located J
• In conclusion the book Issues a call
miles west of West Olive on Lake.
to "reformation"on the part of the FOR SALE — English strain S. C. W. Writ© L. A. Robinson, West Olive.
churches of that denomination. Ref- Leghorn breedingcockerels and pul- Mich, or Clear Water Beach Reaort
erence is made to the libok of William lets. April hatched. G. Steigenga, ZocFarm. West Give Mich. Exp.Oct*
O. Van Eyck, Dr. Janssen declaringland, R.
2tPE9-8
that that book has made a re-examinWANTED — Woman or young girl
atlon of the fundamentalsof the
take care of baby and do Ught
Christian Reformed church necessary.
housework. 25 W. 9th atreet, 2nd
At the very end of the book there Is
Itp ; * .
a definite suggestion that if It Is found E.J.BachelIer,D.C.,Ph.C.
that the church persists In Its present
LOST — Four skirts and hat betweaa
course Dr. Janssen and all others who
Saugatuck and Holland Sunday. Twn
hold the same views will be forced to
leave it.
Office: Holland City Stats Bank Block block and white silk — blue and tan
small check. Blue taffeta hat with tan
YOUNG, LADY SERIOUSLY
Hours: 10 to 11:30 a.mn 2 to -7 togp.m feathers Reward. Return to 77

Janssen.

5.

me News tellingof the years local agent for the Standai 1
''ironsides"fifty years ago, Oil company, has been promoted to
Hller gives/the following person- the position of agent In the Grand
the Dutch Plant Food LaboratoryCc.
al glimpse of that event:
Rapids office, and his place will be
"I well remember the loss of the filled by Anton Seif. Jr.,
The company at fl.rat was not more
ms
than In an experimentalstage. Mr. steamer 'Ironsides-fifty years ago. I served us station man at the (Central
,,
C. L. Miller is the Inventor of a fer- was out on the Grand Haven pier avenue station since It was built. Tue
tillzer put up in cylinder form, and shortly afjer the boat sank five miles change took effect Immediately and
placed in a device attached to the out in 11
‘10 feet of water. I was on the he is now In charge, Mr. Dykema leavnozzle of a hose. The passing of the pier when a boat came m with two ing for Grand Rapids and Mr. Seif aswater through this device and nozzle 1 men rowing and one in the stern with suming his new duties.
takes with it a certain percentageof his arm around a trunk. As they came
A farewell banquet for Mr. Dykefertilizerand sprays it on lawn or up along side the pier which was ma, amended by the force in Holland,
6,
Mh
tf61
INJURED BY ICE TRUCK
flowers, which has proved of material crowded with people, many hands Hamilton, Zeeland and Saugatuck.
Just before going to press at noon
benefitto grass, plants, vegetables and helped them to the dock, overcoats was held Friday night at the Green
Citii. Phone 2464
j were wrapped around them and the
Mill Cafe. Talks were given by A. O. Mise Gertrude Verhey, an employe of
While experimenting,4,000 custo- ' men were rushed up town. My fath- Anderson, of Grand Rapids, diatrlot the Model Drug store, was run down
J. O’Donnell, at Sixteenth street and Central avemers have been sold to, and from a er with a number of other men, was superintendent,
J.
great many of these testimonials on the north side of the narbor. They salesman In this territory,Howard nue by Wm. Platz, driver of one of PROPOSED MAIN AND LATERAL SEWERS
Mr.
the large trucks owned by the Super- Twtnly-elffcthSlrett Pnmpini Sutton DUtrict
have been received voluntarily tell- j saw the first mate's boat coming Dykema and Anton Self,
LIFE
ing of the exceptional merit of this ashore and helped them to land. They Dykema was presentedwith a handunique form of fertilizer, in fact the I also were hurried up town. In the some mahogany smoking stand by ihe
HEALTH ACCIDENT AUTOMOBILE
places where this form of fertilizermeantime we were all anxious to see employees in Holland.
up by George Overweg who was near Council of the City, of Hollandat a *»“on
Mr. Self, the new agent has a With his automobile and rushed to held Wednesday.SepUmber 19. 1923, adopted
has been exclusively used, give testl- the ocean going tug 'Tempest'— about
6 r.Bh.Sl. Phone 2120 HUllANO.MlCH
the following resolutions:
mony by virtue of the wonderful leaving Muskegon harbor. She finally wide acquaintance and his appolnt- Holland
The young lady was bleeding about
»^*r be constructed
lawns and gardens that this method hove in sight and when she neared im-nt will be a popular one with pathas created.
ou.
the pier she turned and helped pull rons of this company.
lhe <ace .„d her leg wa. Injured.
Mr. Miller has all patents applied out and bring into the harbor the
The authorities at the hospital said from Maple A venus to First Avenue; in First
, Expires Oct. 6
Clark Hoffman of the Olds Motor thqt the physicians were working on Avenue,from Twenty-fourth to Twenty-eighth
for at Washington, and they are now small sidewheelsteamer that was al____
________
______ ____ ____
_
__ ___
in Twenty-eighth
i wenty-eignth street,
pending, and these are to be secured most ashore and had both bow and Co. has been In Chicago on business the
case
and therefore
they
could
Street, from .....
First To the Owner or Owners of any hh!
soon.
aH Intcrreta In, or ILene upon (ftio
anchor out in the lake, moving about for two days.
I-and Herein Described.
Mr. Miller has also made applica- in all directions; finally came In and
wa, injured."“rl°US'y
John Arendshorst, secretary of the
tion with the Michigan Public Utilities tied to the dock with nearly thirty
She is a popular young lady, a First Avenue to Pine Avenue;, in Twenty- TAKE NOTICE, that sale ha« been
Company for the purpose of placing dead and more lying side by side on Holland fair was in Grand Rapids graduate from Holland high and is •ev«nth Street, from First Avenue to Pins lawfully made of the following destock on the market and the approval the deck. All had life preservers on on business Monday.
scribed land for unpaid taxes thereon,
and that the undersigned has Utle *
of his plans by the commission are ex- Some were from the captain^ boat
Avenue,
and
In
Twenty-ninth
Mrs. P. H. Doane and family motorthereto under tax deed Issued therepected dally.
which capsized. The captain s body
Street,
from
Maple
Avenue
U>
Pine
Avenue:
for, and that you are entitledto a reThe law firm of Robinson and Par- was picked" up near Muskegon har- ed to Rockford Saturday to take in
that aaid main and lateralaewera be laid at
the high school football game.
Dr. E. J. Hanes
sons has already Incorporatedthe bor the next day.
the depth and grade and of the dimensions conveyance thereof,at any 4lme withfirm under the name of "Dutch Plant
prescribedin the diagram, plan and profile and in six months after return of senrioe
'A life preserver was seen sticking
in the manner required by the specifications of this notice, upon payment to the
Food Laboratory Company" with a up out of the water — a 'dead man
Residence Phone 1996
for same provisionallyadopted by the Common undersigned or to the clerk of tho
capitalizationof' $100,000, of which hanging onto it. The body was taken
34 W. 8fih St CiU. Qfllce Phone 176fl Council of the City of Holland. SepUmber 19. Circuit Court of the county In which
$60,000 is already paid in.
aboard the boat.
1928, and now on file in the office of the clerk,
TO
Office 1 rinf, residence2 rings.
The organization of the new oomand that the cost and expense of constructing the lands He of all sums paid upon
"The bodies of the drowned men
Citz. Phone 1766
pany has already taken place with were taken to the Grand Trunk depot
such main and lateralaewera be paid partly such purchase, together with on*
from the general sewer fund of said city and hundred jfer centum additional thereofficers ns follows: President, C. L. and there were claimed by relatives."
and
By
Appointment
A new book has just been issued
partly by special assessment upon the lands, to, and the fees of the sheriff for the
Miller; 1st vice president.Luke StegLillian Mae Klein entertaineda
lots and premise* of private property owners service and the cost of publication of
ink; 2nd vice president,Henry Koop; party of friends at her home on East by Dr. R. Janssen under the title, "D-:
FOR SAIJ-' — Van’s 1 or 2 row corn abutting upon said part of said streetsand this notice, to be computed as upon
secretary, Jacob Does; treasurer. 10th St. Saturday afternoonin honor
avenues and being adjacent to said main and
Synodale Conclusies," that is one of harvesters for sale tir rent. Delivered lateralsewers, and such other lands, lots and personal service of a declaration as
Benjamin Stegink.
of her eighth birthday anniversary.
and
taken
when
through.
J. Venhul- premises as hereinafterrequired and specified, commencementof suit, and the furthIt is expected that by next summer Games were played and a delightful the most sensational documents that
2E9-22p
assessment according to the estimated benefits er sum of five dollars for each de50 women and 25 men will be employ- time was spent. Dainty refreshments has yet been published in the now
DR. A LEENHOUTB
thereto determined as follows:Total estimated scription without other additional
ed and that a new plant Will be built. were served and Miss Klein received famous "Janssen case.’ It is the
of main and lateral sewers, 125.458.92.
THBOAT cost
The new;, concern however is now many beautiful gifts. Those present the third or fourth of the books pub- EYE. EAR, N06E
Amount to be raised by special assessment costs or charges.If payment as aforeoccupying the third floor in the Hol- were the Misses GertrudeWise, Luclle lished by Dr. Janssen but the others
on private propertyaccordingto estimated said is not made the undersignedwill
SPECIALIST
benefits received from said main and lateral institute proceedingsfor the possesland Rusk Co. building.
Buter, Luclle Buter, Louis Geerds. are mild compared with this one, and VANDER VEEN BLOCK, OVER WOOL sewerH, $17,365.96.
sion of the land.
The company has already estab- Leona Postma. Slyverla Kronemeyer, "De Synodale Conclusies"is almost
WORTH’S
Amount to be paid from the general aewer Description Amount Pa d Taxes for
lished stations at Chicago, Chicago
Christine Brusse, Patricia Brusse, Lil- certain to stir up a tempest in church
OFFICE CODES
fund. $8,092.96.
Booth half of
Heights. St. Louis, Ionia, Springfield
circles. It contains enough dynamite
lian Kulte, Jacqueline Karreman.
That the lands,lots and premise* upon which Northwest frac9 to 11 A. m.; 2 to S p. m. Erctolnga
and Joliet, 111, Grand Rapids and at
said special assessment shall be levied shnll
in Its 79 pages to blow up a number
tional quarter
Lansing.
Tne«. and Sats^ 7:30 to 9.
Include all the private land, lota and premises
of things.
Northwest
lying
within
the
special
assessment
district
Saturdays 7:3 Qto 9
The book Is not written in sensationdesignated by a red line In the diagram and quarter, Section
al style, the tone of it being highly
5,
plat of aaid district by the Common Council In 27.
IN
Judicial,but its effect is undeniably
connection with the constructionof the sewers, North. Range
all of which private lands, lots and premises
sensational and it bids fair to have a
IS
16 West Ottawa
are hereby designated and declarrd to consti$11.26 191»
A new departure put on by the Rose
Born in Maine, Charles Marshall, wide circulation among persons wiio
tute a special sewer district for the purpose of county, Michigan
have
been
following
this
celebrated
LOUIS H OBTERHOUfl,
Cloak store Friday night was a fall who conus to Holland Oct. 16. studied
special assessment Jo defray that part of the
NOTARY
PUBLIC
case.
Dr.
Janssen
gives
a
history
of
Place of Business,
cost and expenseof constructing msln and
fashion show in which pretty gowns with Lombardi Sr., Vlnnucini and
Grand Haven, Michigan *
wraps, etc., were displayed on living others of the great masters. Later the case from its inception and de- Real Estate, Bought, Sold and Exchanged. lateral sewers In said parts of said streets and
fends his positionon the various docavenues In the manner hereinbefore set forth
models.
Farms, City and Resort Property.
followed an impressive number of apand as heretoforedetermined by the Common
The models used were pretty local pearances in Italy, France. Turkey. trinal points. These include: RevelaHolland,Mich Council, said district to be imown and desigNo. 9854— Exp. Oct.
,
girls and for a first appearancea ve.-y Cieece, Russia and Germany It was tion and Inspiration,the organic uni- No. 36 W. 8th
nated "Twenty-eighth Street Pumping Station
ty of scripture, miracles, the autnorSpecial Sewer AssessmentDistrict.
creditable showing was made.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
(his (mining and these appearances
Citz. Telephone— Offie 1166
ship of the Pentateuch,the Song of
Resolved, further that the city clerk be In- STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
The young ladies who went into the
Residence1172
Songs and Ecclesiastics.
He holds that
structed to give notice of the proposed conCourt for the Uounty of Ottawa.
thing more as a lark than for any
structionof -aid main and lateralsewers and
his views on these questions are in
other reason, were Mias Hazel Donof the specialassessment to be madu to de- In the Matter of tho Estate of
accordance
with
true
Cnlvlnistic
docEgbert Brcdeweg, Deceased
icky, Miss Esther Bazaan, Miss Nella
fray part of the expense of constructingsuch
No. 9867— Exp. Oct. 13
trine and that his accusers are in resewers, according to diagram, plan, and estiNotice is hereby given that lour
Rosa, Miss Martha Barkema and
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
ality
the
ones
who
have
departed
from
mate on file in the office of the city clerk and
Miss Thelia Beck.
STATE OF MICHIGAN — The Probate of the district to be assessedthereforeby pub- months from the 11th of September
the tiue theology.
Mr. Taft of the Rose Cloak Store
A. D. 1 923, have been allowed £#r
Court
for
the
CounG'
of
Ottawa.
lication in the Holland City News for two
But it is in its references to personvolunteers the Informationthat more
weeks
and
that Wedhcsday.Oct. 17, 1923, at creditors to present their claims
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
alities that the book gives its effect of
than 500 ladies attendedthe fashion
7 :S0 o’clockp. m.,-be and l* hereby determined against said deceased to said court of
John !><• Ridder, Deceased
being a sensational document.. Some
show during the- evening
as the time when the Common Council and the examinationand adjustmentand that
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
fouof the theologicalprofessors and minBoard of Public Works, w.il nuvt at t.ie Coun- all creditors of said deceasedare rei months from the 20th of September, cil rooms to consider any suggesUonor objecisters who accused Dr. Janssen are
quired to present their claims to said
I A. D
.1923,
have
been
allowed
for
tions that may be made to the constructionof
charged with being inspired by percourt, at the probatl office,. Jn the
said
sewers,
to
said
assessment
district
and
to
present their claims.
sonal hatred instead of zeal for i ! creditors
City of Grand Haven, In said county
said diagram, plan, plat and estimate*.
A
liglon. Some of the students whose | ftKalnst sai(1 deceased to said court oW
RICHARD OVERWEG.
on or before the 11th day of January,
notes were used to convict Dr. Jans- 1 examination and adjustment,and
City Clerk.
A. D., 1924, and that said claims will
IN
sen are openly and without qualified- that nH creditors of said deceased are Sept. 27. Oct. 4, 11. 1923.
be heard by said court on
At a ceremony performed
pertormed on
tion accused in the book of having ! required to present their claims to
Tuesday,the 15th day of Janaary,A.
Wednesday, the 26th of September,at
cheated repeatedlyin examination;-. . «ild court, at the probate offire in
D. 1924, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon.
9 Norwood Place, Gu.lford, Baltl
Dr. Janssen says that he was com- j^he City of Grand Haven, in said
Dated Sept. 11 A. D 1111.
more, Helen Elizabeth, daughter of
pelled to discipline some of them and ‘'°unty, on or before the 20th day of
Exp. Oct. 3 — 9895
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Mr. O. W. Olson, was united in marthe Inferenceis left that they took January. A. D. 1924. and that said STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
Judge of Probate.
riage to Dr. John J. Brower, Holland
revenge by bringing charges against claims will be heard by said court on
Court
for
the
County
of
Ottawa
The marriage marked the culminaJanssen. When U Is rememberedthat Tucsday. the 22nd day of January.
At a session of said court, held at
tion of a college romance, begun in
No 9813— Exp. Oct. 6
most of these stuaentsare now .e- A D. 1924 at ten oelock in the fore
Ann Arbor where both bride and
the Probate Office In the city of Grand
spected ministers in various churches, noon
NOTICE
TO CREDITORS
Haven in said county, on the lith STATE OF MICHIGAN—
groom earned their university deDated Sept. 20, A I) 1923
the sensation that the book wfll cause
The Probata"
grees, Miss Olson receiving A. B., in
day of September A. D. 1 923.
JAMES J. DANHOF,
In these congregationscan easily he
Court for the County of Ottawa.
the College of Liberal Arts, and Dr
Present: -llAn. James J. Danhof, In the Matter of the Estate of
Judge gf Probate
Imagined. The book moreover churgBrower taking his doctor's degree in
Judge of Probate.
FRANK J. KUITE, Deceased,
the dental college.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Notice is hereby given that four
The wedding was a qu.et one, with
Ralph Dutton, Deceased
months from the 6th of September
only members of the Immediate fam- which formed the artistic foundation
Maggie Rowe having filed in wild A. D. 1923. have been allowed for
ilies present. The marriage service
court
her
petition praying that the
foi his epoch-making triumph.
creditors to prefent their claims
of Methodist Episcopal church was
administration of wild eaiate be grantMr. Marshall speaks of his Euroagainst said deceased to said court of
read by a brother of the bride, the pean career as a post graduate course
ed to William R. Takken or to aom? examinationand adjustmentand that
Rev Dr. Oscar Thomas Olson, minis- that was to prepare him to return
other suitable person.
all creditors of said deceasedare reter of the Mt. Vernon Place Church
It Is Ordered, That the
quired to present their claims to said
home
and do something worth while.
In Baltimore. Another brother. Mr Mr. Marshall s voice is a phenomen.-l
22nd day of October A. D. 1923
court, at the probate office, in tho
Edgar T. Olson of New York Citv, organ — a tenor that carries into its
at ten o'clock in the forenoonat said City of Grand Haven, In said county
was among the guests, with his wife
probate office, be and is hereby ap- on or before the 6th day of January,
upper range a rich, baryThe bride wore an ivory gown, generous
pointed for hearing said petition:
tonal quality. It has warmth, treAj D., 1924, and that said claims w|l|
made after the fashion of 1830. with mendous power and a rare ringing
It 1h Further Ordered,That public- he heard by said court
i
corsage to harmonize, and pearls — tne
nqtlce
thereof
be
given
by
publication
Tuesday the 8th day of January A. D.
brilliance.It is undeniableone of
gift of the groom. The suggestion of
of
a
copy
of
thl»
order,
once
each
The Service is Superior end the Delivery
the greatest voices of today.
1 924, at ten o’clock In the forenoon.
the early period was carried out in
week for three successive weeks pre- Dated Sept. 6, A. D. 1923.
flowers and festivities of the wedding
Quicker Vi* Electric
vious to said day of hearing in tho
JAMES J. DANHOF,

OMn

appeared in

called

haying an organization
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floor.

CHIROPRACTOR

St.

shrubbery.

W.
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Arendshorst

Jr.

FIRE COMPENSATION

Hospital.

INSURANCE
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___
not
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Ogtopaihle Physlciak

JANSSEN BOOK

EXPECTED

CAUSE

A SENSATION

zen.

AND
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CALLS EUROPEAN

HOLLAND TOUR PREPARATION FOR
RATHER UNIQUE
WORK AT HOME

Town

STYLE SHOW

ISAAC

KOUW

St

LOCAL DENTIST
TAKES
BRIDE

6

to

BALTIMORE

1

ELECTRIC RAILROAD
FREIGHT

on

Much

breakfast that followed the solemn
and impressive marriage service
Immediatelyafterward Dr. and Mrs
Brower left on a motor trip. They
will visit the historicshrines of Phil

WEDDED FRIDAY NIGHT
AT GROOM’S HOME

ALL CLASSES OF FREIGHT TO AND FROM

last

A

quiet

JACKSON
ANN ARBOR
BATTLE CREEK
DETROIT

was performed by the Rev. James A.
Martin. The ctuple we.'e unattended
year's Experiences and only the immediate relativeswere

Carnegie Hall will be crowded to ov-

TOLEDO

present.

Both Mr. and Mrs. Den Uyl are
erflowing when the pageant, "Search graduates of Holland High school.
The bride is well known In Holland
for Light," will be given in connection and vicinity,having taught in the
with the Ottawa County Sunday Beechwood school the paat three
School converUlon. For that reason years. The groom is a graduate of

general public will not be discriminated against because anybody may become officially a delegate to the convention by registering. The registration fee is fifty cents and that fee
will practicallybe the same as an admission fee to the pageant.
Eleven hundred registration cards
was placed on sale, that being the
capacity of Carnegie Hall when It la
considered that about 400 places will
have to be reserved for the talent in
the pageant and for members of the
•chorus. As long as the svpply of cards
lasts they may be obtained by anyone
who is interested in the gonvention
and la the pageant.
^.A supply of these cards has been
sent to each Sunday school superintendent and the people of the churches can secure them from their own
superintendents. Persons not connected with churches
secure
them from the county secretary A.
Nienhuls.
Elaborate preparationsare being
made for he pageant and for the entire eonventionwhich bids fair to be
the best held in Holland in a long
time.

«

may

YOSTS’ TRY-OUT

Expires

No.

Adrian Glerum, Deceased
Notice is hereby given that four
Notice In hereby given tha4 by vir- months from the 10th of September
tue of a decree of the Circuit Court A. D. 1923, have been allowed for
creditors to present their claims
for the county of Ottawa, in Chancery
against said deceasedto said court of
held at the Court House in the city examinationand adjustmentand that
of Grand Haven, Ottawa County, and
are reState of Michigan, on the 18th day of
qulred to present their claim®

OWOSSO
GRAND RAPIDS

KALAMAZOO

to Mkid

923, In a certain cause
court, at the probate office, In the
therein pending. wherein Sarah L. City of Grand Haven. In said county
Hume Ih Plaintiff and George F. Elf- on or before the 10th day of January.
erdlnk, John Elferdlnk, (ierrit ElferA. D , 1 924. and that said claims wilf
dlnk, Daniel
Elferdlnk. be heard by said court on
John Anderson, Tugenio Anderson, TucHday,the 15th day of January A.
1

W.

Eliza Kramer, Edward Zwerncr,
John Anderson. Eugenia
Anderson, Elizza Kramer, Edward

DEPENDABILITY AND SERVICE
When you purchase a Monument or Marker,
you want dependable work, so that you can rest
assured that it is going to stand the weather

—

for all time.

You also want the wtfrk that you order, delivered in a reasonablelength of imt—thats service.

When we sell you a Monument or Marker,
we guarantee you the best of material — the best
of workmanship and guarantee service. *

I

18
j

.i-'

it tke time to place yoir order for Spring delivery.

HOLLAND MONUMENT WORKS

;

W«t

7th

Stmt

6

November 10

Elferdlnk,

Now

Exp. Oct.

Court for the County of .Ottawa.
In the Matter of the Estate of

I). 1 924, at 10 o’clock In the forenoon.

Dated Sept. 10 A. D. 1523.

JAMES

Clarence Zwemer, John

NOW ALLEGAN SEES THE
NEED OF A PUMPER TRUCK

9801 —

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate

NOTICE OF CHANCERY SALE

£

Coach Yost divided his University
of Michigan squad into three teams
Saturday designating them, the
Array, Navy and Marines. The Army
played the Navy during the first half
of the session and took on the Marines for the closing period. Art
Welling a star end of the 1921 Grand
Haven high school team, was in the
line-up at right end for the Marines.
Welling was one of the men Invited
back to Ann Arbor by Director Yost
for early season tryout. He Is a second year man at the University.

streets.

•

LANSING

Juc^ge of Probate.

DANHOF,

Register of Probate.

CLEVELAND

Michigan Railway Line

TEAM

The committee appointed by the
Allegan fire department to decide on
a type of pumper fire truck for recommendendation to the council have
been In communication with a number of manufacturersand will shortfy
report. The need of sdeh an appara*
tus was very apparent during the
water shortage this summer and will
to a certain extent overcome the dlfAcuity arising from the Insufficient
size of water pipes on some of the

J.

true copy
Judge of Probate
Cora Vande Water.

September,-

arrangements have been made to give the Forestry Dept, of M. A. C. and is
now with the U. S. Forest Service.
delegates, to the conventionthe first
The happy young couple will make
chance to secure seats so that they
their home in Russellville, Ark. where
will not be crowded out from their
Mr. Den Uyl will be stationed this
own convention.
winter.
Ail delegates to the convention will
have a chance to get into Carnegie
Hall on the evening of the pageant ONE GRAND HAVEN MAN ON
one-half hour before the doors will
be open to the general public. Pro
vision however is made so that the

—

JAMES

A

home wedding was solemadelphia,Valley Forge, Gettysburg
and other places of Interest in the nized on Friday afternoon at the
East; returning through the famous home of Mrs. Josle Kuhl 280 W. 14th
Cumberland Valley, and Crossingthe street,when her daughter Hazel was
AJlegheny mountains over the Old united in marriage to Mr Daniel Den
National Trail. After November Ist Uyl son of Mr. and Mrs. T. Den Uyl
of 21 West 15th St. The ceremony
they will be at home in Holland.
Judging from

Holland City News, a newspaper
printed and circulated In wild county.

HOLLAND, NICK

Zwomer, Walter S. Zwemer, Laura Maaiman, Ruth Zwemer, and Richard
Harding, are Defendants.
I shall sell at public auction or
vendue to the highest bidder at the
sale thereof at the north front door
of the court house In tho city of
Grand Haven and county of Ottawa,
said court house being the place of
holding the circuitcourt for the said
county, on Thursday,the 15th day of
November, 1923 at 10 o'clock in tho
forenoon the following described real
estate situated and being in the city
of Holland, county of Ottawa and
State of Michigan and describedas
folldwa, to-wlt:

Lot numbered Nine (9) In Block
Forty-seven' (47) of said city of Hoi*
land, according to the recorded plat
thereof (consisting of a lot 82 x 132
feet on the SoutheastCorner of the
Intersectionof Tenth street with Pine
avenue, house on such property
known as No. 100 West Tenth street.)
The said sale Is for the purpose of
carrying out the partitionand division
as ordered by said decree.
The said sale Is to be made for cash
only.
Dated this 20th day of September
A. D. 1923.
DANIEL F. PAG ELS EN
Circuit Court Commhwionef.
Fred T. Miles,
Attorney for Plaintiff
Business address, Molland, Michigan.

i-

-Atoi; j

J.

DANHOF,

Judge of Probate.
Expires Ort.6 — 9706

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
Court for the County of Ottawi.
At h session of said Court held at
the Probate Office in the city of Grand
Haven In said county, on the 8th day
of September A. D. 1923.
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of

MARY VAN KEKSEN, Dcwascd
Gerrlt Van Zanten having filed la
said court his final administration account and his petitionpraying for tho
allowancethereof and for the asaignmentand distribution of the^ residue
of said estate;
It is ordered that the
8th day of October A. D 1923
at Um o'clock in the forenoon at said
probate office be and Is hereby appointed for examining and aHoylng
said account and hearing said petition.

It Is further ordered that publie
notice therof be given !>y publication
of a copy of this order for three successive weeks previous to said day of
hearing In the Holland City News, a
newspaper printed and circulated in
said county.
*

i

JAMES
A

true copy

—

1

J.

DANHOF,

Judge of Probata.

Cora Vande Water,
Register of

Probate,

,

1

Holland City Hew*
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Corn Meal, per

ton

& DORNBOS

DE VRIES

41.00
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.
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38.0'*

38 no
.51.00
..... 41.00
........ 53.00
......... 52 00
........46.0e
........

.........

Low Grade Flour ...
Middlings ......
Cotton Peed Meal
Gluetin Feed

_

Red Dog
i.

41.00
h? 00
..........54.00
....

.......

Screenings

Bran

,54.00
50

.......

.........
..................

36

'V

...........

45.00

...................

Dairy Butter
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i

.............

(

oo

...........10.

m

...... 41
4(

.......

Creamery Butter ...........
-

Eggs

40
11-12

........
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............

.

Old Chickens

Fork

.........

.

.14

>,-ii%
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Itie city ol Allegan n> navmg *
over what kind of tire truck the
town 1b going to have, and the thing
Tiiay possiblycome to u vote. Holland
has been through that kind of a scrap
and past experience shows that Hoi'
land bought the right sort of lire apparatus. If advice is in order ve advise Allegan which is practicallysurrounded by water, to buy the pumper by all means, it simply doubles
up the efficiency of its tire protection
because of Kalamazoo river, which is
available in nearly any part of ihc
••tiff'

Days

city.

A

Harvey Rial, 49 West 30th street
takes credit for raising the best late
potatoes shown at the Holland fair.
He s.uub that on poor soil he received first on late I’etoskey potatoes. He

D

S IN keeping with our service and ideals we are ready for you with a
la larger display of Fall and Winter Furniture than we have ever been
able to show before. Be sure not to miss this sale. It will hold many values for you. The pieces and suites you have been waiting for are here.

also prides himself on his tine
poultry, he having also received
three llrst premiums on three exhibits
and one second on a fourth exhibit.
Lokker-RutgersCo. has been having a force of painters and decorators
lusy In their large store making beautiful, spic and span, the three large
floors. Linoleums are being laid and
many conveniencesare being introducea Jake is talking electric sign,
and he says when it comes It will be a
real one. Electric signs along River
and 8th street are surely becoming
the popular thing.
A marriage license has been issued
in Allegan county for John R. Felon
Oi Fillmore and Miss Jennie Dyke of
Holland; also John H. Ortman of East
Saugatuck and Hattie Kemker of
Hamilton.
There will be a general registration
in all the wards on Saturday, Oct. 20,

Furniture of Quality
The investment that pays you immediately and
richly in dividends of comfort, pride and happiness.

15 days of remarkable bargains in good
furniture. Remember the starting day.

for the special election that Is to be
held on Oct. 29.

CONFERENCE OPENS
AT COLLEGE WITH A

Wonderful

LARGE ATTENDANCE
"The Synodkpl Conference of
*

Floor

the*

Lamps

Particular Synod of Chicago of the

Is

Reformed church opened Tuesday
morning

In Winants chapel for a twodays’ session. Delegates to he number of about 175 were present from

Your

j

churches throughout the synod and
lively interest was shown at the
morning and afternoon sessions.
•The chairmen of the various com>-mlttee8Included; Program, Rev. F.
'Zandstra and Rev. Richard Vanden
Berg, Chicago; budges and printing
of programs,Rev. John H. Bruggers,
of Holland; entertainment and place
of meeting, Rev. S. VanderWerf, of
Holland; publicity and advertising,
Rev. Cornelius Muller, Grand Rapids;
finance Rev. George Heneveld, Muskegon; Informationand music, Rev.

j

;

!

Furniture
Out Of\
A BIG

ow:

Wls.

?

This is truly a great opportunity to get the

Thomas E. Welmers, Hope College;
resolutions,Rev. W. Van Vllet, Muskegon: press clerk, Rev. H. Maassen,
Sheboygan,
The program as given follows be-

Style

DISPLAY IN RUGS

rugs you have been wanting and needing.

$15

Replace

|

Never was our assortment so great. Axmin-

and up

With
New

sters, WiltOn, Velvets and Brussels in all deTuesday morning, Oct. — Devotion* by the president. Addresses:
signs and colors.
"The Minister In ftetatien <o Hhn•elf," Rev. Benjamin Hoffman, MorSizes: 11-3x15, 11-3x12, 10-6x13-6, 9x12,
rison, 111.; ‘The Minister as a
Preacher," Rev. J. F. Heemstra, Hoi8-3x10-6, 7-6x9, 6-3x9, 9x9, 4~6x7.6
land; “The Minister as a Pastor," F.
Kruyf, Chicago. Afternoon — Devotions. Rev. James Wayer, Holland,
Prices range from
tO
Addresses:"The Congregationin Re-,
latlon to Itself." Rev. 8. C. Nettlnga,
Western seminary; "The Congregation In Relation to Its Pastor and
Consistory," E. W. Jager, Chicago;
"The CongregationIn Relation to Its S52 1.860, 000. as everyone concerned
Immediate Community," M. C. Pier- with lire insuranceand lire prevenson of Detroit,executive secretary of tion la aware, greatly exceededthat oi
. when San Franciscoburned
Westenburg, Fulton, ill. Address, 1
The appalling lose of life averaging
“The Challengeof the Hour," M. C.
more than 1.250 fatalities a month,
Pierson, Detroit.
Wednesday. Oct. 3, morning — De- and the shocking average wastage, in
votions, Rev E. G. Blekklnk.West- excess of 11.400.000 worth of nationern seminary Addresses: "Education1 al resources each day last year.
Americans of the present day have
In the Home," Rev. John Bovenklrk,
accustomed to thinking and
Muskegon: "Education In the giown
Church," Rev. L. Potgeter, Chicago; talking in terms of millions of dolI

It

2

The home without

,

]

^22’^

j

a

suitable floor

lamp

indeed lacking in cheerfulness. Complete display in all styles of bases and
silk shades. Bridge Laitips, Table
Lamps, and Piano Lamps at low prices.
Prices include base and shade complete

is

!

$52'^

1

0 6

'j

DOLLAR DAY! DOLLAR DAY!

1

lars; nevertheless,to realize that

fire

"DenominationalSchools."President
last year, propertyvalued
Hope College. Af- destroyed,
r.t $521,860,000.00.and not to be apternoon — Devotions, Rev. Albertua
palled at such waste, is Jo he totally
Pieters of Japan. Addresses; "The
lacking In conscience. Every time
Church In Relation to America," Dr. the minute hand changes position it
W. T. Demarest,president of Rutgers indicates a loss of exactly $993!
college. New Urunswick,N. J.; "The
What shall we say of such figures
Church in Relation to the World," as these? Certainly,there is nothing
Rev. John A. Ingham, New York, sec- w ith which to compare ihem. for they
retary of the Reformed church pro- are totally without parallelanywhere,
gress campaign; "America In Rela- at any time, in the world's history
tion to the Nations." Rev. John D. priding ourselves,ns we do. upon our
Dykstrs. Central Reformed church. 1 uslness’strengthand wisdom, Is it
Grand Rapids. Evening*— Devotions. not mortifying to observe in Great
Rev. M. A. St« geman, Overlsel; ad- Hritalns per capita fire loss, last year,
dress "The Challenge of Our Day." of 7 2 cents or less than one-sixth of
Rev. John A. Ingham. New York «.ur own, which stood at $4.76, for
city.
ev< ry man. woman and child?
Rev. T. W. Muillenburgof South
Furthermore, while onr loss In
Holland, president of the conference, 922 exceeded even the figures represided at aP. the sessions. Th? corded In 906, when San Francisco
programs was interspersed with burned, no great conflagration, last
music l y local talent and Rev. H. year, added its weight to the burden.
Maasen of Sheboygan. Wls., wan This total of $521,860,000 was rolled
appointed to give a resume of the up by nn unending succession of comactivitiesat «ach session. Many of paratively small fires, as minute sucthe sessions were held at the Third ceeded minute and day followed day.
Reformed church.
Imagine. now, that squandered
half-billiondollars constructivelyemployed! Imagine It thrown Into the
(ADVERTISEMENT)
erection of schools and hospitals; It
FIRE
would have built hundreds of theee
OCT. 7 TO 13 desperately needed Institutions.Such
a sum of money would have dischargAPPALLING LOSS IN LIFE AND ed more than half of the yearly In

Extraordinary Bargains For Saturday, October 6—

ONLY ONE DAY!

E. D. Dimnent of

Will mention a few of the

Tubing, for

PREVENTION
PROPERTY

Fire 'Prevention Week looms again.
This year It will be observed from
October 7 to 13. Inclusive,and plans
are being formulated in more quarters than ever before to stamp the
significance of the occasion upon the

tcrest on the

mammoth

public debt of
the United States; It would have maintained the Navy for twelve months,
besides defraying all the costs of the
Federal legislativedepartment for a
like period; It Is nearly double the
total disbursements for government
pensions in a recent year.
But after all, It 1* futile to reflect
upon what this wealth might have ac
complished; It is gone, wantonly wasted, and the country’s resources are—
and will remain — that much dimin
Ished.
Therefore insure to the safety limit

public mind.
Lost yefar, not less than 15,000
American* lost 4helr lives as a result
of fire — on average of one every half
hour! Seventeen thousand more, In
the same period, were crippled or
otherwise permanently disfigured by
the flames, hundreds of these unfortunates In this manner were deprived with THE VAN PUTTEN IN8UR
of the ability to make a living and ANCE AGENCY. Rates gladly given
may ultimately become public charg on Fire, Life, Automobile or Health
and Accident Insurance.Phone 61*6
*.
America’s fire loss, last year, cf S6 W. 8 th St
.

Sat., 3

yrds

1.25 to 1.50 quality all

1.25
1.00

theyrd

-

1.25
1-00

1.50 quality velvet Corduroy,
36 inch wide, 4or Sat. the yd 1.00

for

-

4 balls

for

1-00

-

Germentown Yarn for

Gym

best,

-

1.00

• -

1.25 quality ladies pettibockers, all sizes, also extra

Sat.

for

-

1.00

There wttl eUo be a big discount on

-

for

-

85c.

Mens Blue Chambrey

work

•

shirts for Saturday,
1.00

for

1.50 quality* Boys fleeced
lined Union Suits, tor Sa-

turday

- -

1.00

Mens fall and
winter Caps, for Satur-

1.50 to 1.75

womens Dress Gloves, for

Sheeplined Coats, Mackinaws and many
more artdlee, but to many to mantlon,

COMB AND SEE

1.00

.

day

• -

GEORGE HEIDEMA
1

shirts

Saturday 1.00

75c. quality Silk Socks, Sat.
2 pair
1.00

2 pair
1.00

Mens wool

d drawers for
for

1-00

•Sat.
1*00
1.25 quality children flannel
sleepers, Sat.
1-90
large,

Flannel Shirts

1.50 quality

2.50 to 3.30 quality Corsets,

1*00

1.25 to 1.50 fine quality
Sat. the pair

Sat.

Bloomers, extra

Sat.

Sat.,

75c quality, ladies wool hose,
for Sat. 2 pair
1«00

for

1.00

•

1.25 quality all wool Suiting,
27 inches wide, for Sat. 2
yrds

ATTENTION MEN!

bungalow aprons Sat. 1.00 1.50

Fancy Baby Bonnets,

wool

Dress Serge, 36 inch wide,
Sat.

- -

day

1-00

42 inch Pillow

45c. quality,

1

1

•

yrds

Bargains we will offer:

1.25 kind fancy wool finish
Crib Blankets, for Satur-

25c quality Outing Flannel for
Sal., 6

many

/.

"7

,V: • >

•

„ .

•

1.00

